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CALLOWAY WILL PAY $6,160 Mrs. Minnie Starks Dr. Carr Reviews Accomplishments TVA Conducting
Is Buried July 2
- of College and Looks to Future
Mineral Survey COUNTY HEALTH UNIT VOTED
MORE TO STATE IN SALES TAX
0
FULL-TIME BY FISCAL COURT
To Benef
Howe
Funeral services for Mrs. Minnie Starks, 82 years of age, were
held Monday. July 2, from Almo
MAHAN INPANT DIES
cemetery. Brother Bermie Brown
Little Miss .Joe Ann Mahan, was in charge of the services.
three months old daughter of Mrs. Starks died at the home of
Mr, and Mrs. P. ee. Melvyn North her son, Eugene. on South Elevtnh
Fifth street, died at the home street, Sunday, July- 1 fella-se/KgTuesday morning following an ill- an illness with tumor of the brain.
Surviving are six sons, Eugene,
ness of complications_
Funeral
servicae were held
Wedneeigay James, and Harry, of Hazel. Leo,
afternoon at 2 P. M from the of St. Louis, and Bobby and HunTemple Ain church_ Bisidis the Us, of Philadelphia. She leaves a
parents, brothers and sisters also brother, Charlet Manning. Lowe
and Otho, of Whitlock, Tenn.,survis4.-a sister. Mrs. Eddie 'Prevathan,
Mayfield.

MAYFIELD, Ky., July 10-The
TVA's interest in mineral deposits
By L. J. Boren
reasonable appropriation to carry of
the Tennessee basin prompted
Supt. J. H. Richmond expects to on this
institution-$194,400 plus the Publieity Departm
ent of the MOTLEYS VISIT IN VIRGINIA
come to Murray State College as fees.
Greatest of all, the new Lower Tenness
ee Valley Associatee president in September, Dr. school
code for Kentucky and an tion to conduct
Rev, Ernest B. Motley and
surveys of natural
J. W. Carr, president, teld_th,e_atuappeepreatiere - of - •leseM,561,84o
- r resources in 46 counties of Ken- ter, Lucite, wTIl .reeve Saturday
and :
faculty of the college in 512 per census
child for the -corn- tucky, Tennessee and
for Virginia where they will visit
chapel Wednesday, in summarizingj mon
Illinois.
schools of; Kentucky. This
Already 20 replies have been relatives and friends. Bro. _Motley
the status of tile college wbimh4e
dueatlonaleeetzlierement is tutelar- receiyed
at Mayfield heidquarters will preach in Cawarclin Avenue
closed its fiscal year last ;nonfat pasaid
FRANKFORT, - Ky..--Net taxes
-by any state in the Union". of the associat
ion and reports from Chriitian Church, Riciunonci. Va., .
Dr. Carr said Richmond will de.
Reviewi
ng
Paid to the eltate..(Ititer deducting
the
accomplishments other counties are in the
vote his time until September itute I of:
-The -Calloway-001311ty fiscal couz.
process nesk,Qenday night,---He was pastha•
year,
piket
Murray's "Grand of being compiled.
tor of this church just before made appropri
amounts returned ;a the county by
ting into operation the new 'chalet Okl
ations for the courtMan" lauded the recordeof the
the state).- will Am- decreased- in
In county surveys received here, coming to Murray.
code. Under the direetion of
ty health --unit irld ..The county
optimal
team which won the S. I. an abundan
101 of the 120 counties by the
ce
of
clays is noted,
Richmond, Kentucky has
agent at its meeting Tuesday. and
A. A.,ohampionship and ended the
new sales tax law land thi, three
also fluorspar, _fuller's earth, gravmore progress in education this* seasonPetitioned the highway, commisundefeated with 255 points els, etc. This
other revenue laws already enactregion is principalany state in the union, Dr. Carr to 25
Moo to blacktop the Murray Hazel
by the opposition.
ed by the state administraeon at
ly agricultural. with a variety of
CUNNINGHAM HOME DAMAGED said. He praised use legislat
Roan. The regular claims were
ure
The basketball team likewise
the 1934 regular and special sesindustrial plants dotting the secfor appropriating to the schools made a
allowed and other business was atfine recoed, he said, scoring tea
sions of the legislature, on the baTimber is plentiful and
The home of Mrs. S. A. Cunning- an amount sufficient to give
tended to by the court.
the 576 points to 412 by its opponents.
sis of approximate estimates of
farm diversification is practiced in
ham, North Sixth street below students $12 per capita.
The health unit will be ineeealled
"Both Murray debating teams
revenue the sales tax will yield.
most communities.
Olive, was damaged by flames
The Murray president expects were triumptizat
Teachers Meeting- Called July 26: to a full: unit with a nurse lied
in
the
MiceSouth
Several state and federal parks
An indepedent audit made from Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boatwright early Sunday morning. The fire work to be resumed next week on Debatin
No Schools Will Be Cut Out;
sanitary inspector it has been indt- •
g
Tournament.
They are within the north valley
was thought to have been caused Murray's new $30,000 stadium,
Official records shows that in these
terriIn Critical Condition in
Term is indefinite.
feted
brought home all the trophies they
by the State Board of
tory
and
by
defectiv
numero
101 counties the sales tax will
e
wiring.
us
historic points
The home,
Dr. .Carr said that crities of the had."
Indians.
Health, Dr. J. A. Outland stated.
of
interest
a
one
have
and
a
half story bungalow, college had prophesied its death
been listed. The
amount to less than: ill reducThe one and two-room schools The 'court allowed $1,000. for the
"The attendance has been redata obtained in these surveys will of
tion in state realty, automobile
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boetwright, was damaged about $700. A large this eear'but instead the col- markable during the year,
Calloway county will open department for the year. The
considbe
preserv
portion
ed for benefit of the Monday, July
and truck taxes; (21 proposed inof the rear roof was de- lege had increased its campus by ering
30, M. 0. Weather, nurse and inspector were dismiss.
. the financial condition of TVA
near Newberg, are both in a critand others sponsoring devel- county
stroyed and much damage was 1.5 acres, all financial obligati
crease of the school °fund from
school superintendent. ed the first of the year.
ons our people.
Achieve
ments
in
ical
conditio
n
in a hospital in done by water.
opment phases of the Tennessee states.
had been met, and every member scholarship,
$8 to $12 per capita and (3) the
About sixty schools are
conduct and general Velley.
An appropriation of $900 . was
-amount to be returned to the Brazil, Indiana ea •Iiie -wenn- of
of the facially had - been reeem- morale of
included and there will be no re- made for
therstudast body have
a county agent for a
counties in the new county road injuries received in an automobile
ployed. He gave special credit to never been
duction
in the number Mr. Wrath- year from July 15, 1934.
higher.; We are learnat a
_
fund.
the
efforts
of
Waylon Rayburn, ing'to do team work.
er said. However, the terms have monthly salary
accident near there last Friday.
of $75. The court
Calloway Representative and Mur- f "The faculty
not been defirfftely settled but voted to retain
In the 19 other counties, the net Aceording to wires from their
is intact-united,
John 13onduranto
ray graduate, in aiding the cause Iproøres
will be either a six or seven month present agent,
taxes paid to the state will be in- ion. The. Rev. Eldridge Boatwright,
sive, capable, determined.
as
a temporary
of education.
school.
creased by the sales tax.lievs not- who went to their bedside, the .acII had the high honor of recorso
agent and who. will remain here
Of the TVA. Dr. Carr said it is mending each
withstanding
the reduction e In cident occured 'when control was
A
teachers meeting has been until present agriculture reducfor re-employment".
"the greatest social and economic
other taxes and the inereeded bat of the car ag It crossed an
announced for Thursday, July 28, tion program is completed or until
i "We need to interpret this colF. F. Acres Gets Writ of Habeas experiment of the age
. . . and lege, especially to the people of
-amounts- to- ise returned to
interuettleff track_ and R_Craabed
for general instructions and plan- called back into field agent work
tiMninknt Re,1.4ent of Alma-Sec
Gismos; Dr. Rob Mason Ex
this cottage.: Is to
:
treittosity. That et to
countiertz_lire state, _
a WilerAiSte--1...:-/..--Alssander,
- yeare- Work. By a new-fier --the College of Agriculture.
--Mon Saccom,Tag to Cancer et
for
-mid
Sanity.
st
of
it
This
develop
mentit the job of the students, the alumni,
ruling of the count(JecalicL teach-i Other business
These figures include only the of Paducah attorney and slaughter
Stomach; Burial at Goshen.-takten up includnor
to
be
fascism,
oar_
C0112212U12- the focellyethe dean;inn ettlr
ust have a eatisfactory health ed an order for
school and road funds and the of Mr. and Mrs. .Boatwright Was
presCharlie Anderson wai released Ulm, but Christianized democra
the renewal
cy ident, I ant feeling fine. Who will
certifica
te
before
taxes inwhich changes have been driving and escaped injuries as did
being
permitted the insurance on the courthouge
Funeral services for Henry H.
Wednesday morning after being triumphant and invincible."
go along with me?
Frances Alexander
to teach and Mr. Wrather urges and the allowin
made at the two sessions of the Leslie
and
g of claims to R.
Declaring
that
the _ summer
"We need not only to maintain Pace, 76 years of age, were held all teachers to secure this ceriss Elizabeth Yarbrough who held in the Murray city jail since
legislature this year.
They do
B. Parker, C. S. Stubblefield and
schobl enrollment is 20 per cent our high
Tuesday
afterno
re
on
also
at
tificate
in
record
the
3
before
o:clock
of
car.
achievement
They were Monday
NOT include the proposed relief
the date of the Albert Parker for guarding Fred
afternoon
without
a higher than a year ago, Dr. Carr
in
extr a-cdrrietzlar
fund, since this is not an item re- enroute to Canton, Ohio to visit charge being preferre
actiVities, from the *Goshen M. 'E. Church. meeting. The health inspections Brown while
patient at the
d against predicted that the college would scholarship,
relative
are
s.
being given by Dr. J. A. Out- Keys'-Houston Clinic.
and morale, but we The Rev. W. M. Vaughan
turned directly to any
official
was in
The deeds
possibly have the largest enroll- need to
him.
Anderso
n
was
arersted
MonMrs.
land.
surpass
Boatwright received a fraccounty health officer.
our record •.
treasury. Neither do they include
for the Stella-Kirksey road were
charge of the services and burial
ment in history next year.
day
this
afterno
is
tured
the hour of our grealemon when he went to
pelvis and possibly a puncthe
proposed appropriation
ordered recorded.
of
"The fight has been won for a portunity".
was In the church cemetery.
$500,000 for purchase and distri- tured bladder, the wire, read, and the Filet National Bank and deCotinty Judge E. P. Phillips
Mr. Pace died at his, borne n
bution of free textbooks by the it. was feared that peritonits might manded - payment of $1300 held
on
made a strong speech against reSpring Creek
state, although this appropriation set up. Kidneys and heart were
Church.
-Monda
y
employment of a county agent and
time deposit at the bank. • Anderwill provide. additional rein, in both affected. Mr. Boatwright also
afternoon at 4 o'clock following a
ask that he be 'allowed to vote
received a fractured pelvis and son said he had a mortgage on
every county.
"nay" first. When the matter of
year's illness of cancer of the
other injuries and little chance of his home corning due July 14 and
Calloway County is one of the
stomach. He was a member of
the health unit came before the
the deposit was due July 13.
recovery is held for either.
counties whose net taxes paid to
the Fountain Avenue M. E Church, There Will Be Elections in 25 court, the judge stated it was not
Although he had a gun in s scabthe state, above amounts returned
Districts; 35 Will Not Have
necessary to repeat his speech,
Paducah.
bard in his front pocket, he did
Members of the Western Dark
to the county, will be increased
evidently referring to his remarks
Surviving are his widow Mrs.
"The association advanced an
Election.
not draw it while talking to bank Fired Tobacco
Gnawers Asociation average of $5.05 on
by the new sales tax law and other
opposing, the county agent and in1,822,000 pounds Mary ,Pace, two sons, A. W. Pace,
officials, Calloway officers stated. were
told Wednesday Oita:noon out` of which
revenue measures of the current
The election of Calloway County ferring that his attitude was the
we prized 1.602,000 Almo Route Two, W. K Pace,
Officers arrested Andersbn and he that "advanc
es made on all grades pounds at a
General Assembly. Its net increase
cost of less thee 115 Long Beach, Calif., and four daugh- School trustees will be held in M same. He voted last and against
was ordered held for investiga- of the 1933
crop selsw an -average cents per hundred
In teem will be approximately
ters, Mrs. Ruth Grace and Mrs. districts in the county Saturday. the measure as the only negative.
," he added.
tion.
of
more
than
--double the advance . Loahs from the Farm
$6,160.16, the audit shove., Made
Credit Ad- Roy Bingham, Detroit. Mich., and There 'will be no election in 85. all the magistrates favoring the
Judge
E.
P.
Phillips.
also
_
remade
Veal
on.
Anneeneee Tee Deals and
the same grades _et the innistration
up of - die fotlowirer items:
and
Reconstruction Mrs. Harper_ Swift, Aline Route districts dna_ to the fact that there health unit. _
ceiver for the bank, did not wish 1932 crop.;:
iim
Expects Is Make a
Finance Corporation were made at Two. and Mrs. 0. F. Bryan, Padu- were no candidates for the trusteeAmoent of sales tax to be colto discuss the conditions relative
This
statement was. contained in a favorab
Third Bak.
ship and the law does not require
le rate oe. interest, Mr. cah.
lected in county if total collections
to the, holding -and releasing of a repor* made
by Boone HIll pres- Hill said, and'
an election unless there are candiin the state reach the estimated
dealffigs with these
Ancinreo
n
and
mack
efforts
.
,
.to
ident, at the angiral association
Two tobacco sake aggregating
dates.
government agencies were de$10.500.000 antielpated approximate
iapproximately 3,506,000 pounds of cusT any diffusion or'information meeting in the cart houile here clared
The ballots will be counted Monvery satisfactory.
.161.89656: offset by the following: dark
concerning the matter. re . 414 Wednesday.
fired leat,- were announced
day by election commission and
county road fund, $29,555: increase
F.
The
Acree,
F.
presiden
attorney
t called attention to
, representhere today by L. L. Veal, general
the results announced. Candidates
With 192 new members earolkel, the
in school fund from $6 to $12 per
ed Anderson and secured a writ
fact that the association had
manager of the Western
the mealliestiebipir. Hill said, is
may be present for the count*
Dark- of habeas corpus' from
capita, $29,520 (total school fund
made
a second distribution in
Cireuit now approxi
Fired Tobacco Growers Associaof the votes from their respective Financial Conditions Thought to
matelet 7.300.
With- March of $13.000 on apprOximately
will be twice this amount); deIra D. Smith
Tuesday drawals
tion. Mr. Veal refused, however, Judge
districts.
last month were only 131, 12,000,000 pounds
Be Reason for Taking of
Everyone is , urged to
crease in realty taxes from old
of the 1931 crop Promnent Farmer Succumbs 'To
to give the names of the buyers, afternoon and a hearing before compared terith 309
cooperate with the officers of the
Carbolic Acid.
an June of the and $44.000 on 8,250.000 pounds
30-cent rate to new five-cent rate
Heart Trouble Tuesday
of
and the amount brought by the Judge Smith. was set for Wednes- previous year his report
election.
showed. the 19324terop. stating that the ason current assessments, $13807.32;
day at 2 o'oleck. After the writ
Morning.
sale.
Production in 1933 was nearly 30 sociatio
The districts and officers where
Clarence Darnell. 58 years of
saving on
automobile
licenses
n had been able to sell at
"The buyers have asked me not was served. Judge Phillips inti- per cent less than in 1932,
elections will be held follow:
age, died at his home Monday
the pres- a fair price all lugs of the 1931-32
under 40 per cent reduction made
mated
the
C.
Bennett
J.
meMal
,
80
years
conditio
age,
of
n_
of ident said, and
to make them publie at the presColdwater: C. W. Adams. ClOis morning on test Main street about
with 15.500.000 crops and that prospect
this year. $7,725.88. and saving on
s for the died suddenly at his home four Lawrenc
ent time. However, I will make Anderson was questionable and Dr. pounds et old tobacco
e, Will Darnell.
o'clock shortly after taking carin
associatruck taxes under 25 per cent re•
disposal
Rob
miles
Mason
North
of
the
was
Murray
balance
of
eVed
Tuesday of
of leaf
for exam- ton storage
the announcement in two or three
Gunter's Flat: Claud Luter, J. L bolic acid. Mr. Darnell had broodat the time the mar- grades on band
duction made this year. $1,128.22.
ination
heart
trouble
of
Andeeffi
were
Mr.
Bennett
good. • One
ii • and acorn- Idkt opened,
was a Harmon
days."
, Joe Brandon.
ed for several weeks friends stated
members sold over million pounds will
The sales tax figure is an arbe sold in the prominent farmer and leaves a host
Mr. Veal added that a third mended a rest and vacation. An- association floorstabore
Outland: Will McCoy, Hub Wick- over his financial conditions and
than
1,500.-near
derson
of
friends
future.
stated,
estimate ...based on the sale, in which
and several 1-elatives.
he said.
bitrary
that
he
would
go
to
000
he expected to
er, Dillard Roberts.
pounds at an average mice of
lack of employment. Since (Vin"We feel reasonably sure that
Akron to visit his sister after his
Funeral services were conducted
sworn statements of merchants see approximately
$5.90 per hundred. o
1.250,003 pounds reltase.
1933 tobacco can be sold before Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock `Pottertown: Clarence Folwell, ing to Murray several months 'ago
'
made in their returns to the State of weed, would
For,the week ending figuarg, 5.
be probaile this
from Graves county, Mr. Darnell
1cost for storage and insufance heel from the Cole's Camp Groun Curt Hale, Clint SteWart
Anderton was former caretaker
Tae Commission under Vie 1930 week.
the Department of Agriculture re- 1
VancleaVe: Alfred Keel, Rube had worked as a carpenter. le
Materially reduced
of the
-gradeated sales tsuceLmin A three
Murrain- State- College
thee present church.. Brother David Thempegui mitten&
fat Junes.
graffel -Iii2Mtited- an !--equiefYi of merei)er
eiyeed--the-Ctrbagrounds and now operates a roadie
growers." Mr. was In charge of the services.
per cent tax on business reported
average -nit sales. value of $3.49. Hill
Blakely: W. C. .Robinson, Her- of Graves county and served e
side businets west of Murray‘
said. "If this is accompliare Mr. Bennett is survived by a son
that year 'would have realized only
bert Conner, C. I. Grugett.-.
Theishaverlige advaille vain". the ! ed _gnd
deputy sheneT of Graves under
another final distribution Charley and two daughters.Maud
e7.400.000 in the entire state. The
Center Ridge: W. L. Garland, J. two sheriffs.
associettori secured for members.; is made,
the grower members in- -end Jennie, and a host of other
authors of the sales tax law estiof the same
W. Miller, Tom Barnett.
was $4,38, the come from this crop will
Mr. Darnell left an imagned
mate :It will raise $10,500,000 due
be con- relatives who mourn his death.
Elm Grove: E. H. McNutt, Eurie note, "Goodb
presidept saide. and the average siderabl
y
ye to alL
more
increase
than
business
in
I- have
could be real4o
since 1931
net saIee value for the season ad- ozed
Chaney, J. R. Clark.
tried so hard, so hard to ,do the
from sale of their tobacco in
and the addition of new items,
vanced
.
Edge
to $5.38.
Hill: Audrey Reeves, Chess right thing. Tell
Youths Charged With Striking
the
open
market."
the children ,
All who received FERA garden
such as utilities, to the tax base.
_
Guthrie, Nat Simpson.
Lewis Ross and Taking $15
goodbye. God bless you' all" 'He
teed .for early planting will also
This is'an increase of 41,0 per cent,
Flint: Elmus Trevathan, Boyce took
Frees
Person.
the acid while his wife prereceive seed for late planting.
and 41.8- per cent has been added
Taylor, Hubert Boggess.
pared breakfast. The body' leas
The prospect for a winning footYou can get them at,the following
to the 1931 business its each counGreen
Plain:
Gilbert
Deck
Lamb
Steely,
Willie
and
removed to the Churchill Funeral
James Fouch places: Murray, Kirksey
ball team at Murray were never
ty to arrive at the figure of prob- were
, Almo,
Brandon, Toy etrandon.
arrested here Monday by
Home.
before brighten._.TheS. I. A. A.
able sales tax collections
Dexter, Coldwater, Harris Grove,
This
Grindst
one:
Callowa
C.
y
C.
county authorities on a Lynn
McCuiston
Funeral services were conducted
champions will be weakened by
Item will be variable accordGrove, New Concord. BranWallace Baucum, Herbert Smith.
charge of robbery.
Tuesday afternoon from the Cube
Lamb was don, Hazel, Shiloh.
ing to the extent to which the
the graduation of a few seniors
Please get
Independence: Hendrick
found in Murray and Touch
Bur- Church of Christ and interrnerft
WASHINGTON. July
_county is serviced by utilities.
and strengthened by the freshmen keen,
was them by July 16 as that is the
10-Dr. taking their infant daughter
Will Collins, Bob Duncan.
visiting in the county. They
with stars.
was in the Cuba cemetery. Surwere time set to close the distribution Daniel B. Kress aniee Dr. Leuretta them and were
The 19 counties in which - nit turned over
Malory:
graduat
J. T. .Futrell. Claud viving Mr. Darnell
ed from the
to Marshall county of garden
Kress celebrated their gqIden _wed- medical
is his widow,
The line is exceptionally heavy Steele,
geed.
taxes will be increased by the sales authorities to
school
D.
there
M. Bailey.in 1804.
await a hearing set
Mrs. Eunice Darnell. a daughter,
ding anniversary Monday by playand fast with only one er two
C. P. Clark, G. D.
tait. tiotwithstanding
increased for Wednesd
Martin's
Last month, they went - beck to
Chapel: Oscar Kemp. Mrs. J. A. Sims,
ay.
ing hosts to mom than 500 of the
Graves county,
places weak in reserve strength. Groves
amounts returned to the counties
Charlton, A. J. Suiten
Rossi hired Sewn Kelly to take
and a granddaughter, Miss Treva
3,571 babies whom Mrs. Kress had Ann Arbor for their fortieth an- The line. end to end, will be fillby the state, are: Barren. Boyd, him to his
Palestine: Clarence
niversar
y
'class
McDanie
reunion.
home,
l.
Edwards
near Eggner's
The ed with capable men. The back, 'who made her home
brought into the world in a long
_ Boyle, Callowi), Campbell. Chris- Perry, about
Carlos Brooks, Elmer . Williams.
daughter who went to college with
midnight Saturday
with them.
career_ _as an obstetrician—.
field will be well balanced Twen-tian, Daviese Fayette: Franklin, night.
Russell Chapel: Brown Guerin.
them is now a physician herself
Lamb and Foush accompaty mini reported for
They ranged in age from two and followi
Fulton. Harlan. Henderson. Hop- nied them,
ng the family ttadition. tice looking forward epilog Prac- D. Y. Morgan. Bryan Nanney.
according to Ross, and
Murray's twelfth fall semester weeks to 36 years and - ti oldest, the - side
to positions
kins, Jefferson, Kenton, Mason. near the
Stone: Tom Linville, Minus Henof
a
bridge they are alleged
physician.
in the backfield.
McCracken, Warren and Whitley. to
dricks, S. A. Harris.
have struck him with s black classes will open September 18. Ralph Raymond, brought his own
She
is
Dr.
Ora
Spring
K
practice
Mason
and
proved to be a
There has been a gradual increase two eons, at whose birth Dr. Kress.
Figures on sales tax collections jack or heavy instrum
Shiloh: .Toffe Underwood, Willie
her husband, Dr. William H. great attraction. Fifty
ent and took
men re- Craig, Filitt• Steele..
-are- necessertly those for the coun- $15 from his person. Ross knew In the college enrollment since also attendselMasim,
conduct
There will be an old fashioned s
rted
a
almost every day Funds- koUlitatenrd
private hosthe opening of the college in the
ties in which the tax will be col- Lamb and _reported the
ba
, c
Tko:rn
She Is 70 and he /1. both -still pitaleet Murray,
, ETh
.. u
E
rnut
t*
no
.Ine, Cecil
- robbery fall of 1923.
lit the Baptier 151-Ouc gro
Kentucky:In and fide points of the
k.eted, --Ut the tax Will not nec- to officers who
in active practise, in fact "We've
also secured inFriday. July 13. with all the trimgame were stressed.
Freshm
The
an
"33"
week
will
Almo:
paid
by
open
essarily- be
Sep- never worked harder in our lives
Mrs. Burie Cooper, Mat
residents of formation for Fouch's arrest.
mings: ice cold water, lemonade,
freshmen
Murray Beats Paducah
were the ones who Schroeder, &wider
tember 15, when time all students than we are
those counties. Much of the tales
working right now."
Galloway.
pies-sandwiches, and other things
showed
up
well
in
spring
who
have
practice
not
Indian
'
.
previous
s, 9-8, Sunday
Faxon: Buren Folwell, Robert
ly enrolled Mrs. Kress said, explaining that
taxes collected in large cities will
too numerous -to mention.
I trn the college will be registered, the younges
Owen, Ben Roberts.
bg. paid by out-of-town stmeners
t of her 'babies"
There will also, be games for thewill be on hadn't been able to attend be- - Vire Murray baseball team deKirksey: Paul • Paschall. .Lawson
from the surrounding rural area.
children, horse shoe pitching, dole
X17, and classes will cause he was only 36
tested the Paducah Indians SunSaunders, Geo, Marine,
of tbeee counties in which aphours old.
lar pitching, if any dollar can be
begin September 18.
That one was born at 3:45 a. M. daye9-8 ire a ten-ipning affair tat
The hey. George C. Boston, pasparent net taxes willbe increasfound. Also some games for the
I September 24, is the last day to einiday. Dr.
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the
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in
the
there
had been another at 12:4e
Sinking Spring
'and Warren-are the seats of Val, at the
The
picnic
will begin about three
Baptist liter 'for credit.
Rev. John' R. I Chatfield
a. in. the same night As a matter seventh with Red Fuller knocking well-- county was completed last
will or three-thirty o'clock, and
lotus state penal, charitable or Church twice daily, beginning
week with the selection of W. C. preach in the
The present summei
after
:school has of fact the party
a home run with two on as the
church in Almo an hour
educolonal institutions, and will Sunday. July 22, and
afterMonday
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Sparks as president. Other of- next Sunday
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ee ecie fitted by the state's abil- through Friday.
at
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be. served. This important
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song
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had,
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receive
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collectior.
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a:v. Mrs. C. A.
Burnette, agent in charge.
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SAVINGS COUNTED

$900 for County Agsaugh- _ e_nt Another Year _
Passed -by Court
BONDURANT KEPT

and

SCHOOLS TO OPEN
MONDAY, ELY 30

BOATWRIGHTS ARE
SERIOUSLY INJURED

CHARLIE ANDERSON
IS RELEASED WED.

S
1RES
LY ;

HENRY H. PACE, 76,
BURIAL TUESDAY

or

p

arantead 24
111 Months;
)—(i PIO
Guaranteed
rIL TIRES—
*, (4 ply)
4eat GUAR. Tres.

TRUSTEE ELECTION
TO BE HELD SAT.

Tobacco Pool President Reports
Growth, Improvement in Affairs
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LEAF POOL SELLS 3,500,000POUNDS
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RY" ANGEL

CLARENCE DARNELL
KILLS SELF MONDAY

J. C. BENNETT, 80,
DIES SUDDENLY
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TWO ARRESTED
A Garden Seed
FOR ROBBERY FER
Again Available
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Strong Team in '34
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' being organized in camp. The'
line- fir boss sod 5L.5 deinsieseel

P MLI.R.RA.Y_-_,Akinataip.iumx_toomerAton- 110g1800$--pith+laaLextstaisli Bible.
,•bitil• *arra- end kheintateties• hi Miss Ha'Ttelt larandon•artilt broth-CH:ITTERS
alarch, this- team ia -to.
te el-, Harold. were the 'two. rit-ando
are looked forvard tn.
siderable interest

By Wm. H. Martin. Jr.

con- children '
, Who assisted in tl‘e program
Among
other
relatives
who honored _the occasion were
?terming worsh11, was conducted
The class in Agriculture took its Mr. and Mrs. Toy Brandon and
by Theilt,
:..E....X0....114114.1041, of
rseld trip .ol-shis samara la.st Mr. and Mrs. John:Clueltea.. Thia
riallia‘kr,Cburtt whose 1kgasuespe.e. isonimp, Taio. %asst..%,
1 1111kiMirls Casalasits 40:14411t te
attentively receiyeu. by oL-4 the. J. D. Seaton farm on the Hazel her. church since her return- from
on which a C. C. C. project tit hospital several weeks ago.
and enrollees of the post. Pike
was
'eted. several twekxt_atta.
Patistc era; cOnducted . by Tiseer
.„.,..,„,'''
'
received
praetiral instrUc•-•
et Ledford Carter,
tion us terracing. The calla is
The Cubs under their new cap- looking forward to more trips of
dile nature.
Well I believe news has been
Shelton Ray. remain unde•
Superintendent Ashbrook, Engi- scarce around this place far _somein the district No. 2 hoseleague The celebrated lade- neers Bagenstose and Smith. Fore- time as I have not seen a.writeence Day by a. victory over man Baughn. Hoover, Hampton .•up from here recently.
Ashby of Clinton with a and Molina visited several of the
It seems that most everyone
.01_
This match was work projects of . the McKenzie. around thig
place either took the
119Inewhai spectacular toward., its fenn-- Maim camp during the Fourth off or went on a picnic
when Clinton began to tight.. week-end.; Much of the Wart done later in the week.
bythia camp is between Sacirerstie
altes-ivtahr 40- weleeme •inte- our
figure in a triple play which and the state line and is much of neighborhood Mr. and Mrs. Mc-nature as 'the work Nutt and family.
hail.a eery demoralizing effeet on the same
being done by this Camp.
t=ion.
Mr. and Mrs Herman Clanton
considerably weakened
About. 40 enroileale-..anieged a. mad
s. Clanton's mother, bix.
II-Injuries and absences, the sec- trip to the historic' city of Colum- and Mrs. Jack Clanton, Jim Clanoar victory of the-Week was won bus on the afternoon of JULY
4. ton. Mr. and Mxs. Gregg Miller and
oiwr Camp Pace of Benton on the The party was led by Mr. Ash- son, Max. and Jack Thurmond
14110 &re-Li-Inds last- Saturday after. brook. It was the first trip to the enjoyed an outing at Ft Hyman
n. The score was 13 to 9.
Mississippi for most of- the parte last camtia.y
AU. and Mrs.- Rupert Holland'
.10 spite of the oppreseive heat
attended church at Green Plain
tilt_ educational program continues
hot Sunday and were the guests
aria interest. The couese in First
of Mr Holland's parents at Tobag..t M4, conducted
by
Lieutenant
co.
Mrs. Belle Story of Edgehill
Biesnker. -camp surgeon. has been
Carlos Jackson of ,
recent
was
a
visitor
with
son,
her
cdripleted. Enrollees -Begley„ DockTenn.. spent .a few days •lost -week
Raymond
Story.
'Mrs.
Story
and
c' Reynolds, Warren and Watvisiting hia. jiskrtn,.lit.-..iind__Mrsrelatives and attended the
scitrhaVing-fmished. A new class other
Foruo Jackson.
services
church
here
Sundae.
its penmanship has just started and_
Miss Cornellii-and Lloyd WeeElder Rob Nesbitt and family
olds are under . way for _a small
kend who are in school at. Murray
of Nashville came in last Friday
clOss in Mechanical Drawing.
College. were crests of Miss Elaine
for an extended visit with relAhart Sunday.
atives Bro. Nesbit, who has been
irotiee Clee Raleigh IS am,
-The. ladies of this community
ill
year.,
a,
converse
able
not
to
is
filed to hit quarters as a result
have oaganized a Ladies Circle
-with
friends
-.4-3t44 ieo- received in the BenTat will meet''e'Vel -two Weeks
Willie Baker and family were
Mita game
Raleigh. former capon Wednesday afternoon. We incalled last week to attend the
tiler of the softball team, is a new
vite, all the ladies to corre and
bedside of his mother. Mrs. Sis
rtielpber of _ the Cubs . and.. fellow
join -us. Miss . Elaine Ahart has
.Wilcoit- Baker. who passed away
Pilatener" tine enrollees' alike are
been elected preSident. We met
Friday.
Among other relatives
wLibing him a speedy recovery,
who attended the funeral at Mt this week with Mrs Burnett Lassiter.
_ •Zgi response, to a chalberee from Pleasant last Saturday were J. W.
Mr. anck•Mrs. Buel McKenzie and
Baker and son.
•
4
tadit g softball'
family visited •relatives and friends
_Miss_
'Eula
May
Guptim
:tow of-officer,
• ` • •
near Model. Tenn. --last week end.
panied Miss Mildred Odle .and
Mr. and Mrs- --loomen Garner
- brother, Joe Frye. who returned
were
honored last - weer"Iiith
Saturday• to their home at Camvisitors from Florida.
den, Tenn. after several weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Holland.
-Visit with their aunt. Mrs. L Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C4Aton
.ind family.
went` On. a fish - fry - to Pipe-'t'
This community was well replast Friday nigpt „, They were acresented at the revival at Taylor's
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Store last week and -at Oak Grove
Welker, Mr. and Mrs. Oda McSunday
Daniel and Mrs. McDaniel's father,
I Mrs. Nellie Pigue of Paducah
Mr. Owens.'
was greeting- friends here Sunday.
Mr..and Mrs. Rudy Smith. Mrs..
Rain is much needed in this
K.
Ropertson, Misses
Cornelia
section.
Spieeland. _ Elaine
and , Oneida
At the close of Sunday - School
Ahart were guests of Mrs. Hattie
here lest Sunday a special religious service, as previously an- Clanton last Sunday afternoon.
We are - all looking forward to
nounced. was held in honor of
the meeting at Locust Grove which
',Mrs-- Latta • Braridon's birthday:
Maria next smada.n
Let
Leal,* Mt mainly by thee who had
come and do your part, evtr2ne.
because.
Yars •ago bn in the Primary de"The harvest is great and the
partment of Pleasant- Grov•-• Sunlaborers are few."-"Smiles"
day school with Mrs. arandon as
a faithful teacher.
Among the
- Give Your Eyes a,
34 who went to the rostrum to
Vacation!
•
_take part. in -the-exeeetses-es show
appreciation of what Mrs. Brandon, when they were gnall. ,had
Mr. and -Mrs. Bill Gallouay of
Deal wait. Free your eyes front as-a Sunday StitOtti teacher. done
Detroit are visiting Mr. Gallostrain by having them fitted for them, were 'seyeral
with correct. good looking glair
boys and girls and several mar- way's parents. Ur. and Mrs. ccudeel by our. expert optometrists.
der Galloway.
Sight test and advice cost you ried ones. too. The_prescnce of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lewis
nothing.
the Lord was ,demonstrated and
the boys and girls deserve special and children of JOppa, III, are
mention -fur the part taken, which visiting Mr. Lewis' parents. Mr.
consisted of prayers. songs. the 23 and Mrs. Geo. Lewis.
.
•A- revival is iri progress at First
Psalm and other scripture quotaOn the Square
tions. The Epworth League gave Baptist church This week_ Elder
Over LEE b ELLIOTT'S
a special song and a poem by J. J. Gough of Benton is doing.the
Miss Laurene Erwin. The young- preaching.
Misses Estella Dunn and Dew
Drop Brurnly and Mr. Tom Rowlett of Murray were week-end
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Whitmor Imes.
Mr. and Mrs. Atmer Lassiter are
visiting - relative! in. Detroit this
week,_•
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hargis and
Mr. mid Mrs. Bull raftriptia
ed relatives at Cherry Sunday.
-Charlie Lewis and family of
Jappa. Ill., visited - relatives here
Saturday and Suliday.
'Mrs. Bert Holland of Paris. Tenn..
ND that's all the time--isn't it?. Time, strength
is ..visiting her sister. Mrs. J. R.
nand money—all are 'saved when the services of
Phillips.
t this laundry are employed.
It's a sure way to
-Mr. and Mrs. James li.. Walston
lengthen the life of your clothes as well as your
have mot'ed,' to Faxon. -Mr. Walsovvrt.
ton_isagriculture- teacher in Faxon
_
Pt
High School the torning year.
Mr. and Mrs.' Ralph Jones' have
PHONE 303
moved to Almo from Brewers.
IC
Mgr.
Mr. Jones will te:ach in the High
School here 'this year.
htias Flo lines is visiting friends
in Paducah this week.
Pat Gilbert, who has been in
Detroit several months, returned
home last'Week-,
' Mr. and Mrs Hugh Phillips of
Murray
visited., relatives
and
friends'here Sunday:
•
jittuir Hoptitis who-ris woeking
in Detroit is spending a few days
•With hie family 'here

Hickory Grove Notes

vs' Big Leital led Mot Shot
SUSPENDER HACK

WOMEN'S 75e,
PURE THREAD StLiii

MEN'S The

CHIFFON HOSE WQRK SHIRTS

OVERALLS
6 to 16 site.
220 Blue Denim
PAW,
-

39c

Well Meat, triple sewed overalls
that regularly sell at 75c. Save
ONE-THIRD now!

Have picot tops, full fashioned

Doable Ringer. President and
_Peer Horsemen Brands

49c

48c

Guaranteed 42-miage pure silk.
Ten best selling shades. ,Have
French heels and smooth toes.

Sturdy Chambrays in 14 1-2 to
17 sizes Perfect tailoring and
full cut sizes.
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Another Lerman Scoop!

7-Pc. Water Sets
Given to Our Customers!
littairinge-410 hoktun-Yuat an sweat-air( fur sou to do all
lalF your shopping now And at Lerman Bro.. This opal
ea, set complete with large pitcher and six glasses Is
oeer
this
sale
look
parcbasaia
$5.09.
.of
In free with
-you'll probably buy
, aided your ralilbare of bargains
cdmi
of
required
get
to
liallealt men than the small amount
•
tinge felt seta

SensationeWice flitting scores big with thousainchquol
ks, We_ye been
Literally swarriped-With Car buiers-iacci have
thronged our aisles. It's
just good old-fashioned horse sense to take
advantage of the big savings made possible by this early summer event!
We re-grouped and repriced hundred* of desirable items for the
second week of this thrilling
bargain jubilee.

S. Pleasant Grove

'

-A-Imo News

FREE SIGHT TEST
_

Dr. T. 'R. Palmer

When You Want--to Save Money

A

MURRAY LAUNDRY
hi:POLLARD,

LO
UI
ViSIT
THE

11

Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These new
rooms as well as the famous RATHSKELLER
.001 are thoroupyAIR-CONDITNNEDzarNoys70`

gLE1

110111111.

WAt VT At 'Ant iSTRE.ETS

DRESSES
.* Values
to
$3.98

Can Be Cured!

$1139

Styled
* Like
Expensive --

All Sizes

Models

Best quality
Boys' Broadcloth Dress
3hirts
White, solid colors and fancy patterns; vat dyed.
Sizes 8 to 14._

49,

$1.98

A July Clearance Super-Sale.

Choose from-

RAYON PRINTS. SEERSUCKERS. RAYON CREPES, 2-PIECE
PIQUES AND LINENS
Jacket models, sport styles. tailored effects, ruffled and fluffy
types-also sunbacks. Dresses for any occasion -made along wellfitting lines and nice finishing details.

BOY s' 79c LIREN

KNICKERS
6 to 18 sizes, natural oyster•eplors. Have
buckled snaps at waist andlnees

49e

, MEN'S 89c FAST COLOR

Broadcloth DRESS SHIRTS

CLEARANCE OF WOMEN'S

MEN'S $1.49

Sheer Wash
Dresses

Summer
Pants

White, greetkian. at blue, 17
solid volor&
• 59c
nicely tailored; alses 14 to

Womeds All White
Leather Sole OXFORDS
Broken sizes of the $2.00 kinds

$1.00
PER PAIR—
Mad. lo Firestone and guaranteed finiiiogu
sl;
i
ity. Choice of %%hitt, crepe mesh sad
uppers. New_ittylt8, Have_ Cuttaa__haali-and,p a
SOWS.

WOMEN'S FIRsT QUALITY
MEN'S 35c

FINE' HOSIERY

SHIRTS OR 48ORTS
for street, house and garden
wear. 14 to 50 sizes. Made ot
fine, sheer dimities. batistes and
80-square prints. Fast colors.

Prize values: Skirts are white fine rib cotton; 34 to 46 sizes. Shorts are fancy Broadcloths. Fast colors, and in
all sizes

19e

Sanforized ,shrunki suitings . .
seersuckers . . . white
Good range of sties and
lengths. While they la.st.
striped
ducks.

Have fashion back seam; swig fitting feet a ncl
ankles. 39c values. semi-Service
weights and 8 new caters.

narrow

19e

GIRLS' 25c
BOYS' ONE AND TWO PIECE

29c MESH AND RAYON KNIT

WASH SUITS
The and 89c values in solid white
color combinations. 3 to 8 shies.
Fine materials

UNDIES
and

two-

49

CHILDREN'S $1.69

SUMMER BLOOMERS

Oxfords .and
Slippers

Fine, soft -hreadcloths. In white.
and colors
4- to It stre.. Hue re-inforee
d seams 1 Cc
and (retch piece.
__••••
Is/ .

17c 69c

•
MEN'S 85e BIG YANK

WORK SHIRTS
In Blue C'hambrays and Gray Covert materials.
Have all the well known Rig Yank
patented features.

59:

Panties and step-ins, either tailored or lace-trimmed with applique embellishments.

19c "CANNON"

TURKISH-TOWELS
Heavy i‘eft Turkish bath
towels at a SPECIAL
FACTORY PRICE. 18s36-in.
size.
White is ilh colored ends.
10C

Sizes 8 1-2 to 11 and 11 1-Ito
2. All black leathers and twocolor sport styles. Have sturdy
soles and heels.

The AIR COOLED

BOYS' S.Se BLUE

TENNIS SHOES

OVERALL PANTS

Have leather health
inner -it-ilea; bumper Um"
and snub -proof heels,
Men's, boys'
andomen's sires. PAIR

15c, 19s and 29c

8 to 18 sizes. Long is caring work pants for ai live boys. TIWT withstand
hardest usage,

WASH
Materials

59'

MEN's $1.39 BLUE DENIM

"Dgingetees." the tuff-wear kind. Have re-Inforced seams and pockets. Sizes 32
to 46 waists

79e

lard wide, vat dye prints .. solid color 0. K. play suit cloth
. . cheviots . . ginghams and
40-inch sheetings, and 39-inch
curtain fabrics.

•.
BOYS' $1.19 SEERSUCKER AND LINEN „

LONG PANTS
Solid colors and nest pattern effects.
8 to 16 sizes,

GIRL'S 11.00 ,

WAS}i
Frock

57c

WORK PANTS

PILES
For more tban a generation, as
the *Wed
'
MOIR isepelese sipper.
lug easel-QOM Salve has proven time oft* Unlit the trust,ot.,
that statement. Combining one '
at the most powerful dlithfeetants known, in a velvet-smooth
oil base, Crors Salve gives tustant sootbilig relief with Use
first appErAtion;
moves tb cause of the trouble
quicker aan anything you had
ever th'aigh possible. Sold under an noneat guarantee to give
absoli.te satisfaction or money
refuried. 30c and 50c at all
deeers. The Cross Salve Co.,
Int., Marion, Ky.

flif

Twenty New Models in Daytime

59,

81-INCH WIDTH
BROWN

PEPPEREL
_ L SHEETING
,quality.
Genuine emperell
blateW107Fah client and
Width. Limit le yards
per person. YARD
"

,•
29

•

40-INCH WIDTHS
•saii.pet) and
tItr.CRED

Fine 80-square print materials
and elegant broadcloth frocks
lefor sires in sizes 3 to 6-7- to 10,
and 11 to 18 sizes. Real $1.00
dresses at HALF PRICE:

SEERSUCKER
NMI a (+filet.
of 29c and ?"c
values,
at per yard

19

79'

1.1c

DRESS SPX
sil k, rayon and lisle mOsfaires: light,
and novelty stripes.
PA IR
..•
.

IIPARIIIMI
.(.ASH DEPARTMENT STORE
S,
white
c

1611,-;PC:
•j

Known For _Better Vali
tes
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- visit with her uncle F. M Ernst- little daughter, Gloria Ann, who illness
uf con.plications incident
bargee and family.
have beget visiting Horace Smith to old age. Mrs. Baker was 82
Mrs. _Clara
Darnell and son, and family tar a _abort.while, left years of age. a member of the
Baby Charles Hardin Skaggs is Paul Graves, of Benton. was guest for Sturgis. Ky., where Mr. Pace Methodist church and a fine. Chrishighwayaceta it.ra_
ticiff" with the tian lady. She leaves two chitposistmeat
little improved from last report of her mother and family Tuesday.
state
after three weeks //Mese if ocairlds.'
-deekt.-`11fter"Zak trigs. and W.Ida
La1r 'Aura,
1itigiselsa was
liffss tieetla vilek01377 of Cen- Bilker; three sine= ldrd-- MathMrs. Legial Jackson and baby a -visitor with her alster-in-law,
tralia,
_Ill.,
is here to visit with White of Paris. Mrs. Mattie Baird
silent Sunday with her home folks, Mrs. Henry Thorn. Tuesday and
also with other relatives through- her reletiyes over the county.
of near HazeL and Mrs. Jim Oliand. Mrs. dene Woodall.
Mrs. Prank Hergie and son,. Bob- ver' of Fulton, Ky., to mourn her
• Me and Mrs. Wm. Reeves *rid out the week.
Mrs. Macon McDaniel of Mil- by Starks, of Providence, Ky.. left passing. Burial' was in the Mt
family and Mrs. Bob Mathis and
Thursday after a week's visit with Pleasant cemetery Saturday with
daughter, Mary, motored to Back- waukee. Wis., Mrs. Bettie Jeffrey Parents,
Mr. and Mrs.
Frank services conducted by The Hee.
of Paducah. Mrs. Graves Hendon
usburg July 4th.
of Paducah were Wednesday guests ,Starks. They also attended the W. A. Baker.
0
Mr. and Mrs. Norman _Brady of Mr. and
meeting in progress at Church of
Enters Minstry
Mrs. John Andrus...)
and Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Pounds
•
Claude Wilson, son of .Mr. and
Mrs. Hendon spent the week here. Christ.
of Memphis. Tenn..
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Royal
Morris and Mrs. IL A. Wilson. who is prespent .the
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Cream
week -,end with Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
and family of Murray came down children left Thursday fur Pads- paring for the ministry, preached
_
11Pekins.
fah
to continue. their visit with his maiden sermon at the Methoimsday for. a itngthy visir with
theformers father and Sister be- dist church in Hazel Sisaiday -night-Baby James Glenn, son of hfr. their home folks here
while Mr.
and Mrs. Burnett Jones. has been
fore returning to Detroit last of He was greeted by a large audiCream recovers from tonsilitis.
'
ee----111-4AL‘
44441-but-tr-sellm--bettat.7114,
- -wee- boppy--to-on---Ftolle
- man arrived
— Sun- han_d, to encourage him in his
vieriSirra.
side of Clayton Ross was that he
Tom Carrol is some improved. was
little ehanged for better, pro- day to spend several days with (fort. •
Be tried walking to his tobacco
J. E. Patterson goon to Retire
viding complications did not set his wife's parents 0. F. and Id
patch but almaid failed to make It up,
g. Patterson, wtio has sertre44..
4:ef which ,all relatives and Curd before their departurb. for
- •-•,--back•to the house.
home
in
Decaffettsv
ille,
Mrs. as section _fereman....1Are for Abe.
ifriendi were glad to hear. '
•- Miss Volene Shoemaker, who
Holleman
—and
-daughter
, Mateline, past 35 years, tll be retired in a
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Wilson of
has had a lengthy and delightful
Detroit
and. Mrs- - Enter-line have visited ten -days here, re- Short tbne_unde,r the railway pellturning Tuesday morning.
stay with her sister, Mrs. S. R. Lowry of Murray
et% act pad by the last session
were 'guests
Curd, returned to her home in Thursday
The flirting closed Sunday -slight of congress. Mr. Patterson had
of Mr. and Mrs Ocus
Canton. Ky., Tuesday. Mies Vo- Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson with a great interest, large crowds spent nine years in the railroad
lene was a favorite among the repsrned
and one baptism.
service before coming to Hazel
to Detroit Saturday.
Younger social set.
Miss Virginia Moore left Fri- thus making him -44:.years of conClay Copeland - visited in Fulton
-- Miss Clara Ernstberger left
day for Birmingham. Ala., for tinuous servace.
'Tues- Thursday.
Fie served a
day for Huntingdon. Tenn., for a
and WS. - Wayne Pace and several weeks visit with her broth- number of years on the safety corner, Jones Moore. and Mrs. Moore. 4nittee for the N. C. 8: St: L. RailWe are expecting to hear of way;
some exciting games of softball
with a- teem organized from our
Mrs Lon White - and daughter."' athletic men and boys of the-town. Miss Lonnie. Mrs. Ed Shacklefo
rd
They want games with teams from and Mrs. Otho White motored
to
Hazel, Lynn
Grove and .others. Clinton, Ky,_ last Tuesday and
Here's success and that we can silent the day with Mrs. J.
R.
see few of the games..
Herning and Mr. Herning.
dailies Away Party
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vaughan
A Itappy_sevent of the week for spent
Wednesday
with
Mr.
little folks was when Master Gar- Vaughan's parents near Paris.
vin Peters, of .Centralia, 111., and
Miss Jewell Hill spent Sunday
Master Thomas Holleman, of Good- in F.arenington. Ky.. as guest
of
lettsville, Tenn.. little nepheiir. and Miss Addle Anderson.
Mary Katherine Morris. niece of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hill. who
Mrs. E. Curd, and Miss Katherine have been visiting their aunts,
Dunn, of Kirksey, were honor Misses Mollie and Anna
B Hill,
guests of an outing given them have returned to thtir home
in
and their guests' Wednesday. July Detroit, Mich.
11. The gueete and friends' ages
Miss Mary Paul Spellings of
were from 4 to feyeare.
Lexington; Tenn., who is a student
Th' little lo)ks- verjoyecrThik- of M. S. C., spent the week-end
ing to .Mr. and Mrs. John Dunn's in the home of Mr. and
Mrs,. H. I.
Keeping cool depends
spacious lawn where .games were Neely.
played
and plenty of cold drinks
on several things, but
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow an
Mrs.
,
served. Each child did, a stmt. D. N. White were guests
of Mr.
one of the most impor'
sang a song, acrobatic feat or told and Mrs. S. S. Garrett in
McKentant is the right kind of
a story. Misses Mary Anna Skaggs zie Monday.
clothing.
and Miss Maxine Lancaster sang
Miss Birdie Paschall an
her
a trio. Master Garvin Peters sang brother. Chester
of near Paris,
a solo.
are here visiting their sister, Mrs.
We have a few sumThose enjoying the hours of Bill Lawrence, and Mr. Lawreoce
.
from 3 to 6 were:
mer suits left and will
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Herning,
Katherine
Dunn. Mariana Skaggs, of Clinton. Kja, were here Sunclose out at SPECIAL
Maxine Lancaster,
Helen Vick, day visiting the latter's -parents.
PRICES. Buy now and
Mildred Holland, Mary Jane Puck- Mr. and Mrs. Lon White,
j• eve!
ett.' Maxine Vick, Betty Jean
H. I. Neely and son, Sam Boyd.
Skaggs, Mary Katherine -Morris. 0. B. Turebew, W.
D. Whitnell
Thomas Holleman, Garvin Peters, and Arthur Hatcher went to
Mur-Just a little early, but
J. V. Vick, Wayne Lee _meDeekil. ray July 4 to we the
Murraywe are ready to show
Thomas Ernstberger, Joe Holland, Benton ball game.
..•••••
and Charles McDaniel.
ycu the NEW FALL
' Mrs. teeth White and daughter.
Miss- Mary K. Morris, of De- Mrs. Pearl Pitts, attended
FELT HATS and Men's
the
troit, and Master Garvin Peters tuners,! of Mrs.. White's.
OXFORDS.
sister. leis_
left" Friday and Thomas Holle- W. H. Baker at Mt. Pleasant
Satman Tuesday . for their homes urday.
after a two- weeks visit-with-grand
Mrs.-Nora ,and *Mrs. Agbee-Cli:•eie'
Here- are New Shirts
paresits, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Math- cast With the latter's grandchil
in the summer mode,
is, and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Curd. dren. Alice Jane and
James Frank
ventilated Oxfords, the
This occasion was also the cele- Turner were in Pis Thursday.
Latest things in cool unbration of the 'eighth birthday of
Mr. and Mrs. William Hull and
derwear, hosiery, straw
Mariana Skaggs.
children, John Ed, Barbara and
hats and wash panto.
Ann, of Paris, were guests ef Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow Sunday.
Miss Lonnie White left last Sunday for Livingston county for a
two weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Mi... W. H. Baker Dies
W. C. Chipps.
Mr and Mrs. J. F. Haywood and
Mrs. W H. Baker died Friday
evening at the home of her daugh- sons. Floyd and Jennie, accompaCORNER-CLOTHING 3-TORE
ter, •Mrs. Jno. Craig. two miles died by Mrs. Haywood's -father,
east of Rigel, after a three weeks R. M. Hill of Paris. spent Sunday in the home of Mr. Hill's sisters, Misses Mollie and Anna B.,
Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. 11.- I. Neely. Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow. Miss
Eva Perry and Master James Over.;
cast and 0. B. Turnbow Jr.. were
—
in Paducah Thuisdtly.
Mr and Mrs. W. S. Jones and
son. Flex, went to Durham. North
Carolina, last week where their
finiterfa
son and brother. Sam 13, Jones, is
a student in Duke 'University.
The Rev. W. P. Prichard. of
Murray, a retired minister of the
P*, s-t 41-'4 • r.•
Methodist church, preached to a
large audience in Hazel Sunday.
Bro. Prichard served a number
of years as pastor here before he
was appointed presiding elder and
is held in high esteem by our
people.
.
G. E. Freeman, who is connected
with the Tennessee Educational
Department at Knoxville Tenn.,
accompanied by W. D. Kelly Jr.,"
who is in, school at Nashville,
Only three years old, but growing stronger'e
d.a1.4-We think itspent Sunday here with Mr_sued
is tecause -Wggive yu prompt, courteous service and UNSURPASSED
Mrs. W. D. Kelly and Mrs. Free-man, who is here for a visit of
quality in Dry Cleaning.
several weeks.
The Rev. Smith. pastor in charge
of Puryear circuit, attended serThe most modern equipment" and the most mp.ctern methods, and
vices at the. Methodist church here
our reputation for scrupulous care in all our work are your guarantees
Sunday
,night,.
is ea
.
monet-ineta1 acreeli -pressure fiThir guarantees a
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fxter News

To The Voters

talk

of Callouja; County and the
First Congressional District
We the undersigned citizens and voters-of
Calloway County, feel that the Honorable W.
V.Gregory, who has represented us in Congress
for the past eight years with energy, ability and
initiative, has merited our unqualified support
and endorsement in his present campaign for
re-election.
As our representative in Washington during all the efforts that has been undertaken in
behalf of the Aurora Dam, Mr. Gregory has
gone farther than would ordinarily have been
expected: Ife-Was devo
-ted his time,his talents
and his energy- without stint in order to assure
this great project, which means more to Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee than
any other proposal which has arisen in our
generation.

To Keep Men Cool

te
:DS

0148

'int qualmd pdplln
keels_ and

feet and
ice 19c

Therefore, we pledge the Honorable W.
V. Gregory our active and energetic support
in his campaign for re-election to Congress
from this district_ and ask our friends to ally
themselves with us in this feeble tribute of appreciation to him..for the magnificent-work he
has done for us.

Giaham & Jackson

d colory.

15'

•=s—

We take the position that Mr. Gregory has
done a duty exceedingly well,and that he is certainly deserving in our appreciation and concrete expression of gratitude. HiE accomplishment is one of such unusual merit that every
one who is interested in this great project
should support him actively in this campaign.

HAZEL NEWS

RS

PACT THREE

•

CELEBRATING OUR—

iPECLAL
I

Wk.

s go-- to the -polls on August 4th and
vote for W. V. Gregory. We need him in
Washington.
a.

MURRAY

tor,
per 14'

59'

Raymond Hamlin
T. R. Jones
J. D. Sexton
Mary Neale
G. B. Scott
Jones, M. D.
Maynard Ragsdale
E. B. Houston, M. D.
Chas. McCuiston
J. A. Outland, M. D.
H. C. Broach
Richard H. Hood
Frank Pool
Carl Kingins
C. C. Duke
E. S. Diuguid, Jr.
John W. Wear
C. W. Denham
G. Outland
Claud Anderson
__Bruce Holland
Nix Harris
J. Bodine Henslee
H. G. Gingles
T. J. Henslee, M. D.
J. T. Hughes
W.T. Wilkinson
T.0:Turner
M. Walker
B. F. Berry
Oda HUghes
R. P. Holland
E. P. JoRes
Luther Robertson
W. A. Keel. •
,
r
oach
C-uoi
ad C. Jones
B
W.S. Swann

We Want to Thank You One and All
for Your Loyal Support!

water-white, odorless solvent,,chemically pure, flowing at a minimum
-rate of more than 400 gallons Per hour.

19e

. ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR HOW WE CLEAN!
Hats blocked- on our Master.
CIRTe- Machinery -4r-factory
methods .
WASH SUITS 50c

C CEANER S
TELEPHONE 449
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

To The Public

AMR

At the regular monthly meeting of the Murray Board of Education Jay 6. the order was
passed calling in all, the scrip outstanding issued by the Board.
Scrip should .be turned .in before
August 1 as interest ceases at that
date
Deliver Your scrip and .get
checks from Ronald W. Churchill,
artnik.--secretary for the Board of
Education.
W. J. Caplinger.

4

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENSc

Summer seeding of alfalfa is
being
undertaken
by
Pulaski,
county farmers
who had
finq.
yields fom --the regular crop.
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T. 0. Baucum
J. M. Marshall
Toy Brarielon
J. W. Denha.n
J. D. Roberts
J. D. Purdom
J. W. Clopton
D. W. Story
S. S. Roberts
J. M.Clark
S. P. Killebrew
D. G. Reed
L. H. Edmonds
J. N. Waggoner
Lee Barnett
E. B. Adams
----K-OWrather

ir

_
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KI.
NTUCRY, THURSDAY

STADIUM MAY BE_
FINISHED BY FALL

ing. of.CWA work ito thin district.
The total toil of the staditms
II be approximately 331.000, including the materials furnished
by the college and labor supplied
by the Federal Relief Agencies.
The seating capacity will be about
5,000.
Two of the three -&
of 17
risme.ea the AMPebbe,.11Re•besspled and it is 'expected that the
13 rows of seats on the east side
will be -completed at the same
time the other is finished. The
track encircling the field has been
partly cinciered and will be completed also.

AFTERNOON, JULY 12, 1934.
wenawwwwww
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Regent Appointed
on State Council

•

herrtble Act 241: "King Agrippa. Believes%
sirjr Of Cairo. The
-thought that my Mgt wars dwarfed was the result of the doetors - A WKLCOME AWAITS YOU.
Harvey W.,,Riggs. Minister
passieg a newspaper with the pic- --•-ture;
ef an unusual man horn with
THIRD QUARTIIRLY MEETING
Pdwarfed legs on it before My eYes
'
to see if there were any signs of
Hardin Cis:oil
renewed LA* in me. The same
thought about my wile as.I had
tnQa
se,ved as .11116
the 4"111111:(
Third QU
otitseen it in my mind's eye was beNu
2li
al:
r;
'
caused by the same thing plus a testy meeting On Hardin Circuit.
Hardin,
Preachin
11
et
g
experien
little piece of arms.
ce
o'clock
with - the foot-torturing natives of Sunday morning and again at 8
day
all
nigahnt.
unwdia y be
Africa. Her picture had also been
passed before my seemingly sight- o'cM
ll
S
lo:ankda)
serless eyes.
vice with dinner on the ground.
Q
icepec
eh
visietow
rsorakr.e T
expected
When I at last regained my Severall÷,th
and
senses the relaxing of my nerves preaching and speaking on many
had caused me to spring out of this
trance. Ah, yes, I had forgotten Conference business session will Ill
to ten you what had been the be held in the afternoon. We are .
cause .of the. feeling that I had asking for a full attendance of
slipped off the bed into a floor of the members of the conference
glass and tacks. I did slip off of from, the entire charge,
the bed but not onto glass. but, I ...Bnilval retain& et Olive
Methohid' fallen upon-a woolen blanket dist church begins Sunday
with
doubled around me to warm the the Bay, C• M. Robbins of
pans, slowly circulating blood in My Tenn.. doing the preaching. •
body and my mind had seen end
-C. A. Celritane-Pagteefelt the stickhig of the wail against
my flesh and thought it . to be
MEMORIAL BAPTIST 131111!RCH
lass and_ lulu_
_

I

TireiSmoke in 500-Mile Race at Indianapolis

•

Pealedt la Inspected by state
Offishats; R. Fs Broach Believes
Week To Re Resumed.
'
if C Broach, business manager
Murray State College, hit exa belief that the $30,000
ball stadium will be efloinintlid
time for the opening game of
1934 season with Lambuth Cola Jackson. Tenn.
.4lccording to Mr Broach who is
end supervisor of the work,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Federal Relief committee for
%stern Kentucky has been apSunday School. 9:30 A. M
,
ted.
s
The District Engineer
Preaching by R 'T Shirtier at
and Area Supervisor Kuy11 A. M.
libilidall visited the project last
B. Y. P. U.'s at 645 P. M.
'Beek and expressed an interest
Bvening Worship at 7:43 o'clock.
lB its completion
They believe_ _ Prayer,.2.1hetinit Wednes.day.,-7:45
thit they will be in a position to P.M
begin work the last of the curJ E Skinner. Pastor
rent Weak.
Work on the stadium. which is
The nettling county strawberry
II L.
booed northeast of the campus. trop was short, 11111.- -hn'tkraltght
visa started on December IS of conditions. but market prices B r Trey an, tnernber
▪ -ni
-th
--e
3111m. It has been lett un- partly mode op the- difference in MO= Cpltge ._boaret.af
was a
inted a .meintsers, of the
finished on account' of the ceas- net returns..
in PLOW Wither &ducatin Kentucky at a meeting of
e board in Frankfort Wednesday.
June 21.
Appointed this spring with W. S.
Swann as regent to succeed S. J.
Snook and Mrs. W. a Mason. Mr.
Trevathan was one of the first reen in 171k state to be -chosen-on
the state council. He has been
cashier of the Bank of Marshall
County. Benton. since 1920. Ile has
been secretary of the Benton board
Search the world oveeaneVcou will find no beteducationfor more. than 10
of
ym
•

t

1;ti
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THE WORLD OV
• -ICE IS-THEANT.

ter method of preserving-''foodsand their freshness than the natural, Onstant protection of pure
ICE.

Drivers awe Tires with
"There is not an engineer in a
thousand that will believe that
tires smoke at modern racing
speeds-unless he has seen it,"
says E. Waldo Stein, veteran
Firestone racing tire experi:, who
has devoted his time to the speedwaysce the early
he rode at Indianapolis. "Yet I
can take the engineers around and
show them tires smoking almost
any time, from tire tread grinding on track."
The spectators at the great
Indianapolis race, May 30, will
see the usual haze of smoke hovering above the track, and few
will stop to consider that any part
of the smoke might be due to Any
other cause than exhaust fallen
however, if they were to look
- closely as the cars negotiate the

Greatest Care to Withstand This Ordeal

turns, they would no doubt see
smoke-rising from the brick track
in back of the whirling right rear
tire of some ,pf the fastest cars.
Traveling 140 miles per hour or
faster on the straightaways, the
cars go into the turns with a
thrust on the
continues mile after mile over the
hot brick.
• _
• Mr. Stein has a keen ere and is
always on the lookout, lie seems
-to have every els, every driver,
and every tire in his mind's eye.
'The drivers constantly consult him
with their pralines. He is a great
lover of racing and is • member
of the A.A.A. Contest Boards.
He has in his collection of racing pictures a recent photograph
with a aloud of smoke risilir from
the tires, to illu/trate his point,

"I have had manidrivers come
to me many times the Stet time
they noticed their tires smoking.
No less a racing driver than Bob
McDonough, known for his daring
on the speedways, stopped one of
his practice roun4s'ar.d hurried to
badly worried by the smoking
o
s rear tithe. I might mid that
it-I-takes heat to produce smoke,"
and it takes real trsad stock and
real tire construction to stand
that kind of treatment."
The drivers choose their tires
with extreme care and for the
Indianapolis race practically;every
driver insists ,upon Firestone
Tires. Likewise, in other championship races throughout the
country, on dirt tracks as well as
briek, Firestone Tires are on the
winning ears.

The Council on Public Higher
Education was created by an act
of the 1934 General Assembly for
the purpose of coordinating the
work of public higher education
With cleanliness and proper moisture, ice conin Kentucky".
tributes real safety to your foods in warm weather.
The council is composed of: the
president or chief executive of- this must be the end. the end in
better than life Unit They had
head striking the edge of a footficer of each . of the four state.eiltethils! The heat suddenly gave
her feat_tied down_ on-a- glowing stool
and knocking me into a most
teat-heft • colleges and the Uni- away to a cold so' Intense it seemred hot iron. Her moans of agony
unusual state of semi-consciousness
versity of Kentucky; a member ed to freeze the very marrow of
were - wafted - to me seemingly
that is known in. the
other than the state superintend- my bonea,...All the parts of my
medical
through some hidden amplifier:
world. They. that is the doctors
ent of the board of regents of the body began to stiffen and I seem- The
sight of her agony made me
said that the things that I had
four state teachers colleges; three ed to be entering into a paralytic
furious with a wrath such as I
that ICE surpasses_ any
seen were msrely reactions of a
appointive members of the board state, and the things about starthad
never
experienced in all of partly disabled
refrigerant in preserving
brain, the part of
of trustees of the University of ed receding and to grow dimmer. my
military work. I threw mythe brain that
Kentucky; two lay members of dimmer, and dimmer until there self
as the memory
•freahneSS, crispness and
on the floor and started to
and continued tEought were • temthe state board of educetion; the was a void of blackness enshroud drag
myself to her rescue no mattastiness.
porarily dead. The blackness that
dean of the college of education ing me.
ter what odds. there might be
1 had felt was' caused by the fact
of the University of Kentucky;
Normalacy again. Thanks be to against me. But alas the fiends
that the doctors had taken me to
Vegetables are the tell
and the superintendent of public heaven
that I .am safe in mind and had Prepared for this . attempt on
the x-ray chamber. which is very
instruction, who is -ex-officio chair- in
tale because they react
body. Who, can express his My part and had covered the floor
dark as you know, to x-ray my
man of the council.
feelings so well as to explain what with glass and tacks and when
quickly to moisturs and
head to see if there were anything
Among the powers and duties ;and how he feels after such hor- -my body touched the floor
the critically wrong, and thii -prosurrounding conditions. .
of the .council are: to coordinate 1 rible experiences as I had in those pain that went over
me caused duced this horrible feeling
to me.
work and to determine the cur- moments -of the -fantastic. the
un- .me to suffer, suffer what the Eng- The dripping was explained by the
ricular offerings of the institutions believable And the unexpected.
language is unable to describe.
•I
fact that the same day there 'had
of higher learning; to determine I was sitting in a /large
room. bide I finally fainted as spine weak come a thunder storm and the
rain
the amount stf entrance fees and of any sort of furniture, except
a woman would have done.
had fallen in such torrents that, a
qualifications tor _jgdmagasigan to couch Riled with the usual horHave
40c per 100
any of,, my readers ever leak had sprung in the ceiling and
AT
consider budgetary-"Thquirements; rid horsehair upon which I was had
any such experiences as th7wo?. had dripped en the floor until it
to require reports; to elect a part- lying. There was a powerful
5Ge per 100
..
DELIVERED
arc If you have then you know what cpused raining. My,- nervous
retime or lull-time neeretary.
light shining down from about 40 feelings I had and
the vile thoughts action had been in me fainting into
feet ._,abreve en the -dome-sr-spot that I had for-;'mylethowntans-At tr .hteeper -statr -ot-uncOnStintitheas.
ceiling of the odd shaped room. last I jumped to
A SHORT STOR- Y
my feet and to
The absurd display of lights 1
.. The room was composed of a_ hay
,
nePente• there-were-111Y -lets thad",seen were eititied by
the fact
all __which_ led - one tLi stsPlisnet,ssan---- -----I awoke, What sensations - did I many angled
. --fthattfiFin -"SIS-119itgliffiFuTi?" night,
have" Where was - I? What was to believe that there were hidden
To my consternation 11 foinid celebrated some holiday with va-,,
recesses about. But the peculiar
that pulling at tny very soul? I thing__,
myself in' the Greenwood' Hos- ried ' colored fil Yworks, so as to
(Incorporated)
A,mt
my situation was, /
finally opened my eyes to answer
pital in Cairo Edypt. A nurse cause the -sensations I +had seen.
knew not where I was nor how came
these
- terrible
running to the and coaxed The floating in hot liquid was a
questions
M. L WHITNELL, Manager
through
my seemingl
y that burned.
mina I came to be wherever,I was. I
me back to The white piliows and result of the meijcal authorities
weary
arose
to
walk
about
the
room to sheets"ofmy bed. The
• I shudder now to . think of „that
first- thing bathing my- body lint in hot water
which I saw in those terrible hours. find My way out of the position I wanted to know was where I then in cold. This caused
Report of the Condition of thr•-the hot
in
which
I found
myself. I was and how I
I raised my head from that which
was there.
.anel 'cold feeling and the floating_
screamed 'with pain as I tried to
it was laying upon to
Three days later I had refieeted sensation, my sense of balance
gaze aboutme. but to my over-taxed brain walk behause *Wein my long legs to
FARMERS
'
ThroWfi off Thythe-filt from
me the most unique tale I have
there was received another more were suppneed to be there Bert ever
heard in all of my long ex- the chair.
Doing business at the town..of Hanel, County of Callow
horrible shock. I could see nothing some tiny dwarfed legs hanging on perience.
ay,
My wife related these
The period in which I thought
but, but what could one call noth- by bits of tendon and scared flesh.
State of Kentucky, at the close of business on the
peculiar facts to me about my I was back to normalcy was the
I
cursed
the
day
I.
vs
born
and
ing' It is' just like a personitrying
30tik "chiy of June, 1934
case. Here's how it all happened: period just after the hot and cold
to describe -the 'world before cre- cursed more horribly at the monsI had been- sitting in my hotel baths. The thought that I was in
had
ation. Nothing could be heard not ter fiend or fiends, that
room in Cario, on, my 6nir_of the a recorn in_a..i.eina/a..w.ia merely .a
-thing to -a
even -rny own --beating-Pieirt"
Fsi.K reading a novel and _I had lapse of thought. my Mind had
oe
breathing The silence was bearing human being who had never harm- fallen
Loans and Discounts (including rediscounts,
asleep in 'my chair and my .slipped back to the day before
In, upon me as something tangible; ed even a tiny insect, purposely.
foreign hills, exchange, drafts, bonds sold
relaxing muscles had let me fall when I had visited this same vision
m y eyes would din leave the
it was overpowering' my _sense
reof
head first to the floor with my, lii person in one of the beauty,
with banks' indorsement and mortgages 4re
•
-reasoning. 1,-felt myself slipping. vulsive things that were supposedto be Capable of locomOlion_-_-lf
hinds of trustees to secure bond issues).- -$56,38$,1 1,
1414:11.0 do not-know
!Omit there had been a weapon of.,ang,- •
Gofertunent Securities owbed
so tuchlen 'as to frighten inc type
1,150!00
near at hand I would have
Other Bonds ovrned •
4,000.00 hills a trance there started a /gotta slain mysen there
to my --Sinful
Overdrafts unsecured
dripping. dripping. dripping, that
'• 60.47 went into
. I was back to normalcy.
- my eardrums to roar II discredit
• Due from State Banks
yest back. to norrnala
11,134.37 and,,, echo till
cy; what kind
-again
felt nelr of
Due from National Banks
normalcy could it . be 'when a
13,794.42 swooning., Suddenly Ithis
ceased man's
• Actual Cash on hand
strong, athletic legs had
•
• 3,987.94 and the silence again gripped me
Banking House
2,500.00 all the roore tightly and squeezed been torn from him aind things
such as those as I now posessed
Furniture and Fixtures
500.00 me into shreds.
been restored to me. 1 - had rather
-Other Real Estate
8,67-1.70 What was, that 'which waved it been
my -eyes because I could
before my eyes and bore on into
not have seen such a revolting
my soul? It was first an
Total
$102,187.01 colorless mass
tight as I had seers:
•
and then followed,
So deep had I been in my awful
in sheets of writhing, silken subLIABILITIES
stances to varying colors of the thought 'That I had not, noticed
spectrum. They seemed-what was that the lights were growing dimCapital Stock raid in
$15;000.00
mer by slow degrees like the rays
Undivided Profits(net)649.32 they'-s-they wanted to enshroud of a setting
sun at night fall. What
and encompass me and tear me
'Deposits sutject to check
27,180.74 apart Each wave of color seemed horrors was I now to witness, to
Deposits ton which interest is paid, includi
to tei . my very soul into atoms. add to my now agony filled brain.
ng
What was. that I saw genre me
certificates of deposit). .......
.
This timeI eehid stand h° ISore
Woe was me. that day. it was my
. Due to State and Natiorial Bank's
and
I
sunk
into a state of semiNONE
beloved wife whom I had cherish
Notos and Bills rediscounted
consciousness --Mier. I do not. ed
these magy yea_m! Was she
NONE
know how loam' I felt my* self
Payable
NONE floating
--- suffering .the same torments as
If
in a languid state in a
'24otes, Bonds, Bills of Exchange, Drafts, etc ,
warm imind. I noticed as I float- Was such a those passible in a
sold with banks' enkorsement, or under recivilized
nation
or was I in a
ed about I kept feeling warmer
purchase agreement and trust certificates
civilized nation?
Ah. yes: Ah.
and wanner until at last the _
yew
the same
secured by mortgages-in hantts fit tTtnrtee-s
-NONE grew id hot that I thought that thine
to that creature I loved
Total
4
$102,187.01

WITH VEGETABLES IT IS AN
ADMITTED FACT

-

In the reir of my life, v.,hetheel,t
be -short or long, I shalt be caretut of-myielf while reading because
if I had really sahred such horrors they could not have been any
worse, and I could not stand it
again.
'
-Dr. Q
_
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David and Goliath
Another David and Goliath fight presents ,itself before
the
Voters of the First District.
The eongressiginal contest bears a striking resembla
nce to
(be battle recorded la the fames. Biblical story.
It. S. Mason, leading citizen of Lyon county, a
man always
to be found on the side of decency, progress
the role of David. W. V. Gregory and cohorts. and right, has
numberle
ss all
the pocering factors.whichcomprise "the
admitil
Hos. the
"Old Ring." the job holders, the office
seekers,
t e hundreds
and thousands who are told how and for
whom t vote, plays
the part of Goliath.

lish

I
1

Our fellow citizen will carry the
of Democrats not
aligned with any band of professio banner
politicians. He repre, sents what is best in citizenship, he nal
is
a
clean
candidate who
offrrs much to a people long imposed
upon by the homes, He
is a self-made man in the truest sense
of
the
term, having
risen from a modest beginning to
sugliessfal sir
-bustude-weritr.- fk
77-Wa real dirt farmer and tbereforf Ja-theknows
and has, appreciation of the problems of
the. man,a ao MU the
soil.

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
-ANDICECOMPANT—

Mr. Gregory, on the other hand, is
strictly a politician-always bas been nothing but a politician
, always has played the
political game as best he could for everythi
ng he could get out
of it. He is hand and glove with
those mho. through bi-partiran methods grown highly obnoxiou
s
to
many
honest Democrats, have controlled Kentucky
can governors alike these manywith Democratic and Republiyears. He :las earned the
open and active opposition of World
War veteran,s_ and of
Spanish-American War heroes se
continuous opposition to the pleaswetrliy-bis unreInting and
for
justice at the hands of
Congress.

BANK OF HAZEL

fr.

Mr. Mason is. as has been said,
a successful business min
and farmer, lir does n-it need
living; in fact, holding a seat in to go into polities to make a
Congress
will he a personal financial sacrifice . should he be elected,
to and
him. drwe
llleAltrowit
__tegvo
svith ra sea ‘
4Inbeted
io
is
a
r use
ldrybie
celln.hls
t all I
is,
who
f
i
inei
g"w
inlitan
the
thick of the fight
the people he represents, rather
for
than looking always toward
the political angle of every
problem before taking a stand. His
unselfish service to the farmer,
as
a member of as advisory
board of the Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Gross-era' Association,
is typical of the sort of public
spirited
devotion to his fellows
which has endeared him to
handreds of us who knew him best.
As'a church corker, he has few
peers in his home commu-

Davis Dress Shoppe

$16.50 DRESSES

Evening Dresses

they

STATE OF▪ KENTUCKY.b_t . •
tOUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.

We, H. F. Rose and W. H. Miller, President and Cashier
of the above named bank, do soleriuill swear that the
"above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and,
belief.--H.T. Rose, President; W. H. Miller, Cashier.
li.tibscriirttand sworn to before me this 6th day of July,
1934. My commission expires Jan. 13, 1937.—Wm. B.
Milstead, Notary Public.
0

1-,1ack Wilson, C. F. Page. B. W. Miller, Directors

-

As an upright Christian
gentleman,' be ranks with the best
eitisenry of the state.
,
As a man, he has a heart as
big
as
'a washtub, and his generosity is only limited by
his means to aid any good cause
Any unfortunate a ho crosses
or
hIs path.

SILK DRESSES GREATLY
REDUCED
$7.95 DRESSES
$4.95
$9.95 DRESSES
$6.95

•

wer,

NOVELTY
DRESSES

&ring

SETTLEMENT NOTICE
All persons knowing themselves indebted
to the firm of Keys-Houston will please
come forward at your earliest convenience, and make a satisfactory settlement of same.
(Signed) Mrs. Polly G.Keys, Executrix
Dr. E. B. Houston

1

Formerly Priced
S1.00

69c
CARIOCA
BRIEFS
79c

We believe the people of
having a man like R. S. the First District should rejoice In
Mason as a candidate
Not often, in our experienc
for Congress.
e, have we seen
character and attainments offer
men of his high
for office, we know
be a servant of the people
he will
relied upon to do chat healways, if elected; one whe can be
conceive
s
to
be
the
allowing personal desire
right thingor political influence to sway
Wn.

$9.95

Teo years ago, seeking
office for the first time in a statewide primary which causedgreat confusion at the eleventh
hoar. Mr. Mason made
a remarkable shoeing
whelming odds._ He was
against overDosses. He had only :a geunot -On the slate' picked by the
days to get his appeal before the
voters and his was a
forlorn cause, for the
cards wen- stacked against
reason that the
him.

.96 and $4.95

" SHEER
VOILES

in Beautiful
Shades
Sizes 14 to 52

This time, -we ardentls hope,
it will he different.
The little David, fighting
glant'Golialy more powerful .his valiant battle against another
than ever because the bosses have
Mill more weighty club'
than ever before, twishing
Stir people, direct,
lita ramie
tie has a splendid chance
all our fellow citizens to win, we believe, and we
to fall in behind, R. 8. Maw
August 1.

if)

illi•

If he receives votes in
proportion to his deserts,
the fight.
he will win

DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS

And thus will be worked
great as was the Biblical another miracle, proportionately as
David's
Goliath.
the 'hely and villaisteal

, MILLINERY

SHOES CHOICE

4--

Lords &Cy well
beings
a Week - of content."
We invite you to take part in
a vital program of, Bible Study,
Seriptural Worship, and Christian
Work, definitely
planned and
promptly carried out each week.
Synday School, 9:4.5 A. M.
Worship and' preaching. 10:50
A.
EvehIng /se:go:ice 4.1z,,x. M.
Mid-week
Drill and
Prayer
Meeting, 8:00 P. M. Wednesday.
Wednesday evening
programs
Harrison county tobacco groware pleno.4,-to-be-lignt and -teeter
ers received 09,000 in. AAA renfor the summer, and they are
tal payments. and $31,000 more is
proving interesting. Sundae evexpected.
ening Bru Riggs will speak from

1

!

genga y, gay 111, and Week
Following
Sunday School at 910 a. m. E,
B. Holland, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 10:46 o'clock.
Sermon subjeet— waiting Long
for a Speedy Answer."
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock.
Sermon subject: "Godly Sorrow."
The pastor will preach at both
services.,
.
Special prayer meeting...0Se hour
before the regular Sunday evening
service.
_ Pravr, meeting Wednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock.
All our services are simple,
_
Scriptural, and spiritual.
* Our temporary place of worship is on West Main Street. between Fifth and Sixth streets.
All are invited_
Carroll Hubbard. Pastor

.95

L.

Paid for by Friends and Suppo
rters
of R. S. yason
•
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ppm, Believes%
,VArrs YOU
Riggs, Minister

Farmliagton.
The bride is the and Hardin has opened
a shop on ivisited Mr. and Mrs DWI,' istireadaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oury Depot street
just across from the I son 'Aire lilst weir.
ere
'L1
Ethridge and the bridegroem is the marble
works.
Mr. Perry has Wadi * Mrs. 'Tuggle. Who has
son of Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Carter. many
By Helen G. Tolene
friends in this entire section been visiting here, and
are now
Mrs. Ben B. Keys and daugh- who wish
him success in hissaaw. in Chicago attenseing_the
ter. Was Minato*. wielded- 311r.wisi 1001001
e.
loner to chargeI eil..A;e70
Mr. anti haft
Mr's. Boone Reed and family, PaJudge and Mrs.. E. P. Phillips Detroit. returne lux***
word for obituaries over 100
d to their
Mrs. Clint Ward is In Detroit
ducah, last week.
have been making extensive im- Sunday
words. The first 100 words
after visiting Mr. and.
visiting her sister. Mrs. H. B.
If tnu tune visitors of whom
A daughter was born to Mr. and provements
on
of
their
an
home
obituar
y
on L. C. Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
are always
your are not Ashamed, please
Hood. Mrs. Ward 'left Sunday and
Mrs. Roy Weatherly early today North Fourth
street,
h-ee. This is justified. the
Einis Futrell and friends in the
will remain for several days.
report them for this comma.
at their home on West Main street.
Mrs. Pete Warfield returned to county.
readers of the Ledger &
Mr. and Mrs. Ila Douglas had -as her home Sunday
Miss Modelle Hendrick returned
followi
Times and we always give
ng is reMiss Pauline Nanney, Kerrville,
their dinner guests Friday night, cent operati
Thos. J. Terry of Sah Francisco, to Detroit with her brother. Truon at the Keys-Hous- Texas. is visiting
this in addition to a full and
Miss /toweria
Miss Modell Miller, grade teacher ton Hospital.
Calif., has been visiting at the man, with whom she. is visiting.
complete news story.
Parker.
of Lynn Grove High, and her
home of Mr. and Mrs J. E. Mayer. lie visited his parents, Mr and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Newton Carter.
This week the -Ledger &
Mr. and Mrs John Whitnell. Mrs.
friend, Mr. Arland McNeely from son and daughte
Mr. Terry is Mrs. Mayer's brother. Mrs. Carl
Hendrick, here
last
r, left Saturday John Farmer and Min
Times received two obituKathryn
Indiana, who has been spending morning for
He is educational and vocational Week.
Mrs. John Jones made
their home in Laurel, Whltnell viand
aries from
friends of the
friends in Owensa few days here with relatives Mississippi,
trip
advisor of senior high schools in the
with
them
and
after a two weeks boro Tuesday.
deceased and without anyand friends.
San Francisco. While here he visit- is visiting her sister. Miss. Frankie
visit with Mrs. Carter's brother,
thing being said of any payC. L. Nanney and
Miss Lelia Frank Brown, of C. L. Sharbor
daughters,
ed Marty State College grounds Holland
ough, and family. Miss Charline, Miss
ment, we find it necessary
Paulen, Anna
North
Sixth
and feels that the people of this
street. Murray, was They were accompanied home
White shoes re-colored to a new
to hold to our policy and
by
Lee,
Bobby Nell and Mrs. H. C.
a patient at the Mason Hospital Miss Marion
part of the state and Murray in shoe
brightness.
Sharborough, who Carnes, Kerrville,
Dutch's Shoe
are forced to leave then% out.
Texas, arrived
several days for treatment.
particular..are_.to bse
Shop.
will visit in 1...aurel .Jur._ several bare .eggemhi
ge for a tam ihedhS
--Mr. - and Adis. - Leon-ell Lipford week.s.
on having the most beautiful colMrs. Lubie Dockery, of Murray
visit vrith-- IeliatIves and friends.
are now visiting their parents,
lege plant in Kentucky if not the was
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Stubble- visiting his
admitted M. the Mason Hossister, Mrs. Will
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Wilson and Mr. field are
entire country. Mrs. Mayer and pital
portion
of
Tenness
ee.
the parents- of a baby
this week for treatment. ,
and other relatives in the
and
Mrs.
W.
Mr. Terry left for eastern KenB.
Liptord
Just
receive
.
bey.
They
d Large shipment
born July 7. The youngater -tounty this week.
Miss Sara Lee Hargrove has retucky Tuesday_ to visit their_hroth- Mimed
second hand furniture. Alisiarice arrived from their home in Akron, has been named- James Warren. Wherever dire is
,•••• for pottinto sit dogre, there should be some provision
to- her home-- In Mayfield
Dr. 0. B. ervan Is able to
Ohio Tilly 4 to attend the funeral
be
node los
Si insure site. comfortable saeAn
ere Their father and Mother have after
Cress.
Micheal Flippo, of Illinois, is Out some after
spending a week with her
an iskieaded - Illservices
of
Mr.
J.
P.
passeelaway in the last six months; simmer. -Mrs
Bynum,
After
Mrs:
Tyler,
John
Hazel
of.
spendin
Route
g
several
days
ness.
in
fireplac
TOOMDr.
has
a
e, of course; the second and thirtlBurgess Parker - Jr
freed It this to Wilk
Miss Fannie
Wisehart, near Washington, D. C., visiting
Closing out all refriterniefii
that living room has none, This - lamps need not be turned on until I. is recovering form a recent
Miss Johnny McCallon. ef KirkMrs. about and visit hem* and states
and
Hazel, about 40 years of age, was Mason's
operation at the Clinic-Hospital.
the price is set to do just that. sey, will leave this week
father and mother, Dr. that he is feeling
one
has
piano
davenand
a
a
they
are
needed.
end for
zenith better
Mrs. Ida Strader, who has been adjudged of unsound mind and and Mrs. D. H. Kress, Dr. W. H. than he
port, that one a radio and a love seat.
Maurice Crass, Basement Ford Elizabethtown
Avoid Unshaded Bulbs
has for some time.
where
she will Because they
ordered to the .-Western
differen
spendin
are
all
it
t,
several
g
Mason,
State
months
Mrs.
in
Garage.
PaMason
teach this year
and Patricia
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hendon
It-is not enough to have enough
Miss IsfcCallon would be impossible to give hard
and
ducah with Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hospital Hopkinsville Wednesday. are expected to return to Murray childre
n, an Mr. Hendon's /*ethMaster Frank Nix Hart, son of has been at the same school, near and fast rules for lighting a living light. To insure "safe" seeing, the
Mils Wisehart had been' making Friday.
Floewis
cher
'has
returne
d home
er,
Mrs.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jitn Hart. Route 5, Elizabethtown, for five years. She room as a whole. But if it is to live eyes require light of a comfortable
Harriet
t
Gregory. also
her home with her sister for
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jenkins left Warren Rosier
is recovering at the Mason Mem- spent tito summer with hese par- up to the solid comfort its name im- quality as well as a sufficient quan- and is visiting her daughter, Mrs. years and
of Long' Beath.
had been feeble minded Friday to spend a
week at the California, and Mr. and
orial Hospital from a critical ill- ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Mc- plies, every living room must pro- tity. Raw light from bare bulbs is Jack Magness, and family, New for sometim
Mrs. W. L.
e. She was taken to World's Fair in Chicago
tarsh and unpleasant. Hence all Concord,
.
ness of peritonitis. An operation C.ellon, Kirksey Route Two.
Underwood also Mrs E C.
vide for light wherever it makes proJones
fixtures should be shaded, and both
Curt Jones, manager of the Ben the hospital Wednesday by Sheriff
Miss Kathleen Imes. Almo, visit- and children,
Dudley Johnson, of the Johnson- vision for people to sit down. And it
Was performed Wednesday night
of city, were visitors
Carl Kingins.
floor and table lamps should be. Franklin store, is spendin
ed Miss Winifred Keys this week. Tuesday at
g a few
- of last week. His condition over Fain Music Co., was in Memphis Is easy to tell how to tight a chair Oared with relation to thiliee,-the home of Conrad
Mrs. Rufus Atkins was
410.Mrs. Lloyd Allbritten was able C. 1
pain- -4 •
the Week-end was quite serthus. Monday on business for the firm. for reading. a desk for writing, a that those- sitting down are not-en= days in Dewson Speises
ful:TY -injured this week when her to visit - the
table
bridge
Edd
for
and
on.
so
Prewitt
.
field
man
Colfor
l
ei/etc
the
The
-Inn
but the lad rallied Sunday night
Teesfamily cow of Mr. and Mrs.
Islx.°11il•lf' so:
noyed by a view of the bare bulbs..
'-'.1
.ermi
s Ware Mg arm
was
accidently pierced With an dal and friends in
Eye Requirements Vary
Murray for the sops, Jailde and bobby,
This means that the very tall lamp Murray Milk Prodnets. Co.._ is,in ice pick.
and Moncjay was much better. Tom Hendone of near _Concord on
left toShe
was
taken
Dawson
first
to
Springs
time
the
in
Researc
for
a
several
conduct
'should
hes
few
not be used with the very
ed by scidays
weeks. Mrs. day for b ten days visit
Barring further complications he Murray Route Seven, was killed
Keys-Houston Hospital for treat Allbritt
with
recuper
ating
entists
enable
prescrib
them
en
from
low
to
is
chair
a
e
a
convale
davenpo
or
recent illscing following Mrs. Ward's sister.
rt unless it is
Monday after she was pronoun
will recover.'
meet
Mrs. Pearl
ced minimum of ten units of light on placed slightly behind.
ness.
recent operations and is now at Cherry in
,
•
rabid
by
Dr.
H.
Detroit
H.
:
Boggess
They will visit
, vet- our book if we are to reed comfortElder Harvey W. Riggs, pastor the home
Miss Edith Meeker has resumed
Shades should be deep enough to
George Dunn, of near New Conof Mr. and Mrs Clif- in Akron, Ohio
of the Church of Christ, who
before returning
her duties at the Keys-Houston' erinarian.,
ably and without eyestrain. For hide the bulbs underneath, broad cord, had a tonsil operation
has ford Smith, near Concord.
at
the
home.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Sam
Ward
Waters, Mus- sewing they prescribe twice that enough to throw a wide circle of
heed in Poole, Ky., holding
Hospital following a vacation spent
worked in
Perry Meeker, of-Ottumwa, Iowa, Akron a
Keys-Houston Hospital last week.
a
number of years before
"I'n Mayfield and Fulton with rela- kogee, Oklahoma, visited in Mur- amount of .light, since sewing is light down on the beok or paper of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts and meeting since July 1 will fill his visited his sister, Miss Edith Meek- moving beck
ray
last
week
for the fir* time often done On dark materials that the person sitting, in the chair, and
to this place.
tives and friends.
eons of Dearborn. Mich., have been regular appointment here Sunday. er, of the Keys-Houston Hospital
Poole is in Webster county.
Mrs. Kelly Dick. Paris. is spend- in 32 years. Mr. and Mrs. Waters absorb light,- and with thread that light in feeling. This last qualifica- visiting Mr.
Mrs. P. 4. Cheatham, and daugifWednes
Elder
day.
Roberts
father.
'
matches
Noroffers
contrast
are
and
so
no
tion
now
is one you must insist upon, if
in Cleveland visiting
ing a few days with her brother.
Riggs reports an extra fine
Miss Myrtie Breach and friend, ter. Mrs. Ruth Mixon, of Largo.
wheat
their son McCoy Waters. While to help the eye along. It has been you are going to get the most light man Roberts, and family in the crop in
Fla., left Wednesday Morning
Wells Purdom, and fainily.
that section, one farm pro- Orlando, Fla.,
demonst
county.further
rated
pupil
for
that
the
Mr.
Roberts
for
your
money.
has
visited relatives
been
A dark shade will
home, after a.six wetki,visit
clueing 2,400 bushels.
Quite a large crowd of Mayfield here they visited their nieces and of the eye grows smaller with age. absorb light, and_che
Ho
will
here
with_
last
with
the
FordMotor
your
at
week.-T
syss.::
Co.
forthe Preach
hey-were-owtheir relative
softball fans attended the game nephews, Mrs. W. W.-- Mc-Wrath, permitting less light to enter to en-, and incidentally it will give
s ind friends In the counlhere Sunday morning and return from the
your past seven years. He and family
World's Fair and ty.
will be in Murray for the
between the Mayfield JCC and the Mrs. J. W. Keel., Mrs. Pete Farm- able the eye to form the image. So room a gloomy appearance too. But, returne
Mrs. Cheatham-- was formerly
evening returned by the way of Adam d to Dearborn Saturday.
er,
Burrus
Waters,
Neva
pomp
Miss Peachle. Clark,,, born
fifte_years of age requires although it is dark in color, if it is
Waters. a
Postoffice
team here
Monday and
moth Cave.
Claud Brown and son, Clifton. service only.
and
Charley Waters.twice as meth light to see easily as highly translucent, permitting light
reared in Calloway, moved Lb
night.
John H. terry. for Z9 years a
were business visitors in PaduMiss Attri Harker, of Puryear. a 20-year-old person.
Tuggle;
to seep through, if it has a light
Miss Sarah -John- Florida in 1922, and had
not
blacksmith at Kirksey, Brewers, son and
been
The print in little Mabel's primer colored lining to reflect much of the cah Friday afternoon.
Tenn
underwent an operaticin
friend. Orlando. Florida, home for a visit in five
years.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Wheeler,
for appendicitis at the Keys-Hous- is large and eats( for Gradmother to light—if it is open at the top, allowread. But even so she must double ing light to escape toward the ceile Cairo, Ill., visited her mother, •
ton Hospital Friday.
the,,lighton the page if she is to see ing—then it ffas the "light
Mrs. N. E. Washam, the Fourth.
T. -0. Baucum. It If. Falwell,
T.
R. Jones and Ernest Jones spent the woyds as easily and quickly as that promises your room a pleasant Mrs. Wheeler was formerly Miss
the child at her knee. A -wife darn- lighted effect.
,Mary Washam, instructor in Mur11111t baby masa shout, miss to a few days in Frankfort on bus- ing at one end of the davenport
Only at the desk, where the lame, -ray High school.
see sod ming ewe, eby isia get et the iness the first of the week.
needs
twice
much
light
as
her
as
must be placed right in front of an
ranee with Meralos's .by Elicit. it neutralGussie Veal, brother of
L.
J. W. Clark, son of W. K. Clark, husband who is reading the evening on a level with the eyes,
izes' indisperiss acid, ends des cramp, end
is the dark Veal, who was a
roil< poll rid IMO helps them become and Miss Sylvanell Clark,
patient at 'the
news
the
other.
at
shade
recomm
ended, and incident- Mason
daughcheerful
steep baser. McGee's ter of C.
hospital
for several weeks.
Obviously,--the lIving room that is ally, be sure the desk lamp is placed
P. Clark. are visiting in
Bab, EfrnifireaPill the /AVM siodicioel
well lighted will take cognizance of on the left — unless you are left was able to return to his home
extracts sod swop. Is moose hem Yeiell Detroit in the home of Mr..
and
Of U we Ass pro•on diet.
these facts, and the lamps here and"- handed, in which ease it should be Monday. Mr. Veal is reported very
dim-dons
toll mactly hew to oie it. Twee peed. Gives Mrs. Walter Glark.
there -will have twcror three sockets placed at the right side of the desk. much improved.
relief promptly. Too sites, 35e, be. (ed.)
Wayne Riley, of the Riley Radio
;End
thus be equipped to give more
For the bridge table, the most
Freeman Wilford left last week
Holl,ind- Hart Drug Co., Duvall Co., was in Nashvil
le. Tenn., where light as it is needed. In general it efficient light
is that provided by the end for Akron. Ohio, where he is
Drs..- Company.
he attended meetings of 'dealers may be - assumed that oat
60-watt indirect portable lamp, It satisfies connected with an
outdoor adverlamp bulb -in a 'reading lamp, prd- all the requirements of safe seeing
tisipg company. Mrs. Wilford and
vides the minimum of ten units of since it provides enough light of a
light necessary for comfortable pleasant quality for any close work, 'family will join him later. Mr.
reading. The lamp-With two or three and has the advantage of being So. Wilford was formerly connected
sockets makes it possible to double shaded so that it could annoy only with the Chevrolet- Lunchroom,
Gregory to name an ex-service man
Miss Babel __Gilpin. of Dawthe light at a trist of the wrist, and, the eyes of a fly on the ceiling. e
for that office, which- had heretoson Springs. underwent a major
fore been held by an ex-service
operation, at the Clinic-Hospital
man, and since there Were three
of the Norge line.
pendicitis at the Keys-Houston this welt. Miss Gilpin is
a college
or four ex-service men who qual--Glesing- out all refrigerators Mid Clinic Hospita
l Friday morning. stud
here.
ified, it appears to. me that he
they are priced so there will be July 6.
Miss Harker was a Meinyftf. and Mrs. Harry Broach,
might gave granted the dying reno carry oven. Maurice Creak ber of
the sophomore class of fift. and Mrs. Harry Jenkins are
quest of these boys who fought
-AV. and Mrs. Warren S. Swann Murray State
College last spring. visiting in Chicago and attending
for their country and followed
were i Paducah Tuesday afterMiss Annie
Smith, junior in the World's Fair.
the flag through Chateau Miernoon to 'attend the funeral and Murray
State College and design-Mrs. L. M. Frost, St. Loins, 'is
ry and the Argonne.
burial services- for Mrs. L. Grief. ter of
Prof. E. H. Smith, exten- visiting her daughter, Mrs. James
Mrs. Grief died at her New York sion disector
The Tennessee Valley Authority
. and her mother are Deweese and Mr. Deweese.
home Sunday. She formerly re- visiting
and the Aurora Dam will'dotsufrelatives in Detroit, Mich.
Just aeceived shipment second
sided in Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. They
fer at my hands. for I have some
will be gone for about a hand furniture. Maurice Crass.
Swann and son, Billy, made a month.
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GENERAL AUTO REPAIRING
1S7CPERT ACETITENE
WELDING
I. Do you know that the superi

.1

•

Prize-Winning

Miss Shemwell Is
Eighth Among 254
in Design Contest

Editorial

New Member On
Music Faculty

M.

_Hospital News

Ann,Harding,'Otto Kniger'and
Dickie'.Moo.ierin.."Gidlant'Lady"
TheatiMindik and Tuesday.-

1

South Howard Ball
ChM is GOrng Good

Wilkinson's Sanitary
Barber Shop

7
O-K SOAP
NAVY BEANS
AVONDALE FLOUR
COFFEE
19c
GINGER ALE
4
PET MILK 8

-

'New Blacksmith Shop

Do You Know
These Facts
About Butter?

ROBERT SWANN.

or 'rola* of butter as a food is due to certain elements whith are
carried in milk fat, and which•are not _found in
other animal fats, or vegetable oils?

John H. Perry
Re sLA
becKsatrra

AUTO ODDITIES

PRICES MOST REASONABLE

2. Do you know that the iiiost important of
these elements is Vitamin A,--the growth-promoting fador. No child can grow to normal size unless it receives an adequate amount of the vitamin?

01934-4:
. %tit

nal%
w
;
WILD SPAM flictVia

itainn.y
axe frroiMP

WON "Me
GONIMPIONcHIP 100-MICE ik0.40
fOSIZA CLA
DRIVING A Tri)Ck CAR IN
COMPE71170N WI1i4 SpfCIAC.

1. Vitamin A is found ill. such foods aa_the fat "
of the yolks of eggs, the leaves of plants and the '
" heart, liver and kidneys of animala. But -in such
small aniounts as to be insufficient for human
needs.
4. Butter, is the only source of human food
which carries.li sufficient amount of this-vitamin
A.

or strong, ilealthy

bodies

.4

9rACKED 4 i4r.A40
03QUAiU
,
OF 300f1 ?TREY WOULD

RaEttra,,er
A *CYLINDER AUSTIN
A RECORD OF 12214 ,'1. Psi, lestw&mt-

SNAPS,2 lbs.

•••••.•.

We Sell Government
Inspected Meats

MURRAY MEAT
MARKET
PHONE 12

.=•:•;••11•14./...1..••••••1••••••-•
"".

-

•

25c

TUNA FISH,
Half-pound can
15c
POTTED MEAT,
3 cans
10c
C. Club CORN FLAKES,
large pkg.
- I0c

3 lbs.25

BACON
ASSORTED LUNCH MEATS
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER
ITONDERNUT.OLEO
SLICED BACON FANCY
WATERMELONS

Half or Whole Side

POUND

18c
25c
25c
10c

POUND

POUND

15450yr-4-Dar oFikr'everr

.91( -Me Ai Axel'
WwEST PRICE1-) CA ^

OUR MEAT IS BETTER
•••

Incorporated

.4•••

WALL. Cr "rile ALUMINUM
kfrON5 t.):•;f0 (N1933 WEXE

roRm A 779rr HUM "Z

CALL 191

FIG BARS or GINGER

Bulk

SUGAR CURED

\

Murray Milk Products Co.

CLIFTON TISSUE,
3 rolls

35c

Del Monte PINEAPPLE,
2 large 2 1-2 cans
37c
MUSTARD,
32-oz. jar
10c
LIFE BUOY SOAP,
3 bars
19c
RINSO, small pkg.
„9c
2 large pkgs.
39c

LARD
‘‘,

Get SUNBURST Butter-it is twice graded, pasteurized and the most wholesome you have ever
eaten.

7

RALING UZI/

YOU BET, 1 1-4ANT
YOU TO BEA BIG
STRONG- BOY

5. Another element is iodine. The human system requires an adequate amount of iodine in the
thyroid gland to_preect against arlitPr. ButtZr is
1he- ninst reliable sourer..
•
6. Do you know that the disease, rickets, is due
to lack of calcium and sunlight? Butter is one of
the main safeguards against rickets.
_
7
Butter adds fla:Vor to eveity food,in Nehich it
is used.

sisesweiwnieselesessriaaalesii

tultalas Company

Del Monte PEACHES,
21arge 2 1-2 cans

25c
25c
79c
27c
10c
25c

SUGAR CURED No Rind or
Waste 23c
Pound
_
DIXIE BELLE

EACH

49c
25c
27c

1,5-POUND PECK
(1)The err in which "Wild Sain';.Purvis won the championship-100-mile
road race was strictly • stock car, having only the top, fenders- and
windshield removed. (2) nigh compression heads and faster and more
powerful motors have brought about an increase in the use of atuntinum
pistons to a point where those cased in 1933 would make
• toaer 300
feet square mind 779 felt 14h. (3) This diminutive Austin iacer ii.ith a
supercharged motor recently set a world's record of 12k.74
(IC
-Watch for Auto Oddities in this paper neat weok

LEMONS

LARGE 360 SIZE

Dozen

CANTALOUPES, TOMATOES, CABBAG
E, HEAD LETTUCE, CAULIFLOWER.

.
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Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor

b

nrc
been gueitL
iharberough.
Ir home• in

•

a made gay
tl parties!
Ir. and Mrs.
:. and Mrs.,
Mrs Ver;nd Mr. and
littat
eir ing intimate
-truster were
at the Bap'en by Kra
as Margaret

-

ire. Martha
;rests at Ahrs
Ir. end -herr .
; eiteved by
awn.
or Caroline
Matt Car- .
arion '' Sherodd. Marthaha Lockett.
-r.MALE-Atm immediHigh, School
o 45._ Will
$30 weekly.
I City Nan.
1tp.Y.

I Ball
Good''
ie. won ' the
with Pine
I which was
nes of the
.__Played
which was
can Legion

was.

play ,Mururday, July
it 4 o'clock.
--Column.
=1•1111=1.7

40

25`
25c
79`
27`
10`
25`
10c

Louisville Branch Ford Dealers Visit Fair

Hearn's,
:
Taylor 'Wedding
Announced.

,

Charlie Chan, pibetrayed by Warner Oland, solves /another blood-4414m4k111111111Malillamillins..pictusier
'Chart* etzstenr -eiltnnev.to the Citisitt£1 Theatre- on •Runday.'
Who threw the deadly knife that
killed a faithful .Chipese servant?
Why did a pet parrot rcream,

Mrs. Outland is a graduate of
Murray High School and attended
Murray State College, where she
is a junior. She has taught three
years in the schools of this county.
Mr. Outland is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Outland. lie attended the Murray Training School.
He is now employed with .the
Paducah Hosiery Mill. located in

CLASS.FIED
ISLYVERFISINq

been "nadere
at a totillnalre'S lonely.direert
sion
. and where Was the body,
-Thowiberw-the.
ibis-stariterserfilir
Biggers that have to be solved by
the enigmatic oriental detective
created on the screen by Warner
Oland. It is one of his most baffling mysteries.
-liascurrent literature Chan has
supplanted Sherlock Holmes and

man-

Yas3ce- On '
4 e scasII".
Oland has become definitely identified as Charlie Chan.
So much so that letters addressed
simply to "Charlie Chan, U. S. A.,"
Piave been delivered to
The leading feminine role has
been given to beautiful Drue Leyton, talented star of the Broadway
stage, who makes her debut In a
leading motion
picture role in
"Charlie Chan's Courage." She ig
one -of the Fox debutante siva
tamed Woods has the juvenile
lead opposite her.
"Charlie
Chan's Courage" is
based on
Biggers' nove,4, "The
Chinese Parrot,' and was peepared for the screen by Setop I.,
Miller
George Redden directed
under the supervision of Producer
John Stone.

Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Miss Lola Pearl
Beaman, daughter of Mrs. T. A.
Beaman, of Murray, Ky., and Frank
Park Taylor, Jr., of Salem,- Ky.,
who were married at Salem BapFOR SALt;—goon oak lumber,
tist Church &today Morning, July
"cut to order".
See us for
first at 6 o'clock. The ceremony
prices. Orders filled promptly.
Nvad perftrmed by the brideThio•
J.
H.
Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky.,
The couple will reside in Murther, Rev. Roy 0. Beaman, who is
Route 1.
ray for the presput
II
pastor of the church.
Report of the Condition of the
The bride was ciseased in white
CDR -RENT-six room housc near
Griffin Reunion▪ 'Kele
__taffeta
aceessories.
college. See or call J. b. GlasThe attendants were Miss Ettee- 'Sunday
gow. :Phone. 276.
• tf
010 TaYler_ end Mrs. Roy 0. RoeMr.- anel- Mrs 1. B. Griffin 'had
man.
as their Sunday guests, Mr GritFOR SALE-300 S. C. W. Leg-, Doing business at the town of Hazel, County of Calloway,
Mri.:-tasr---received her B. S.
's brother, Cleat Griffin and
State of Kentucky, at the close b.f lintaihess
horn hens. Hollywood
-oh
strain,
degree from Murray State Teach- son, Sammy, of Greenfield, Tenn.
the 30th day of June, 1934
highly bred, no better layers;
ers College in May this Year.
Also his sisters, Mrs. R. F. Jones
mostly all one year old, healthy
Inernedisitedy after tneir Marriage of Arkansas, Mrs. A. E. Herring,
and nice-65c each or will cell in
RESOURCES
daughter
, Iris, of Paducah,
Mr.'and *Mrs. Tesler left for a trip and,
as small lots as 25. T. E. McLoans
to Mammoth Cave and other - points Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Goheen and
and
Kinney, Hazel, Ky. R. 3.
Discoun
t* (including rediscounts,
J20c
of interest in Kentucky. They are daughter of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
foreign bills, exchange, drafts, bond* sold
Ansel Griffin. Mr. and Mrs. Leo
at home in Salem.
FOR SALE-70-acre farm, corn and
with banks' endorsement and mortgages
Knight and children. Mildred and
in
tobacco crop
hands of trustees to secure bond issu2s) . .
located 5
miles
More than 160 Ford dealers from A Century of Progress, where
Jackie.
. $20,377.93
they V.8 in the Louisville branch terriVisitors Honored.
Northwes
t
Murray.
Also good Bonds owned
The day was spent in lively eon- Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana spent June 14 and 15-in,celebratIcin tory.
61, 76.65
The party traveled by special
horse and farming implements. Due
la front of the Ford Exposition et_ of the italesija
fr_i, ft
this wile thebeelt
Satorday night. ..'fume 30,
Aarlbla Qf_tbL,Egrg
ebereen_C.hicago entitle)&oath.
.46
write
-Resate-t;-1313,C
Griffin
I
the
rotbers
rem
National Banks
number. o( friends and relatives
,
0
Sacrificed for immediate sale. ltp
468.94
4.•
had
all
been
Actual ca.sh on hand
et
liwthered at the hoine of J. W. Pege
FaitYW-"Mnty.
-tc'a19elaks
CRIME DOESN'T AY
To weep and to mourn for their
5,257.06
• 4. • • •
Mrs. Ellis. daughter of Mrs.
in Murray in honor of Lieut. and
boy and their girl!
FOR SALE-Household and hitch- Banking House
1,000.00
Stella Furchess of Lyon grove
Mrs. Wayne Pickels and their two MeCnistets-Williams Wedijiiag
(Note-The following lines were.
Furniture and Fixt.res
-Mothers
ri„st un
, dyeortirttlec
945.00
.liscxi
ildren-w" lir soon eu furniture and two pianos. See
-community, is a member of the
Jane 17
sons. Mack and Wayne, who have
written by one who viewed the
Mrs. Freeman Wilford, South
Physical
Educatio
n
returned
Club
and the
Hist
from Honolulu where
Eleventh
St_
Total
'The marriage of Miss Lucy Wilsonian Society
Itp
$92,8544
they have been located for the past
and is an att. death car and bodies of Clyde Book to Jesus for comfort-I comMcCuiston. of Paducah and form- tractive
mend you to God-,
and
three years. The visitors were entalented
young Barrow and Bonnie Parker at
FOR RENT-Business building in
erly of New Concord, and Robert woman.,
_LIABILITIES
-Arcadia, La., the day the two des- Lord, Thou does't know their life
tertained- during the evening with
college addition, second door east
Williams, of New Concord, was
and
Moving -pictures taken by Lieut.
their
sin
Mr.
peradoes
Ems
at
were
the
state
slain-an
d the
unlverldaY
Murray Laundry, size 20,00. Also Capital Stock paid in
solemnized June 17 at Metropolis,
.
.;15,000.00
and Mrs. Pickles during their stay
Ill., and is being announced today. was a member of the Alpha Gam- writer handed the impresslon ot We trust they looked to Thee and for rent garage apartments, col- Deposits subject to check
12,267.17
in Honolulu, and on their trip
ma
Rho
this
social
were
terrible
fraternity, vice-saved at the endscene to this paper.
lege addition. West Main. See Deposits (on
Miss Lucile Hodges ant: Hansford
which interest is paid. inclacitng
home which-- was-Made via- San
_president- of the IVThe-sentiment is being published I'm sure if they were like0.
W.
M-cCutston attended the couple.
Harrison
.
•
we. are
J12p
certificate's of-deposit)
Francisco, and from therice -overPresident of the __Ilsiiver-sity
.wfth a hope that it may save . today
• • • t a
1,174.4
land through 'the Yellowstone NaWANTED-To buy saw logs, de- Restricted deposits payable October 15, 1934';
"club. He is a letterman on the some boys or girls from a life of
Birthday Dinner
They
wouldsee
as
we
do,
that
tional Perk teed other points of inlivered on our lot in Murray.
and April 15, 1935
track: team. He attended Murray crime-Editor).
rely
64,41640
"crime doesn't Pay."
Tel. 395-R, B. W. McCaslin,
terest. Lieutenant Pickles, expects
State College in '31 and '32.
Mgr., Murray Stave Co. _ _ _J120
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis will make- I stood in Arcadia, La., today
to be stationed at San Antonio,
A birthday dinner was given
Total
-J. F.
McReynolds
(traveling
$92,858.44\
Texas, after the expiration of his Sunday, July 1. at the home of their home in Mayfield where
about nine
salesman), Murray. Ky.
_CAR FOR DETROIT-leaving Satleave'
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt, Hazel, Mr. Ellis will continue his datiea And viewed the death car of Bonurday. See me at Sheriff's office STATE OF KENTUCKY,
for Mrs. W. L. Hargrove and ,Gay- as assistant county agent.
nie and Clyde.
Korean lespedeza survived the Saturday afternoon. Herbert Mc- COUNTY OP CAL,LOWAY, Set.
.• • • • •
Ion Husk Members of the Hurt
You
Charlie Farris Honored
may
look
this world over far drouth
_
in Pike county better than Cuiston.
family were present to compliment Mettle Belle Hays Circle Of
and wide
With Dinner
1113
We, C. R. Paschall and J. M. Marsha
any other _pasture and hay crop.
ll, President and
their brother and sister.
You
Will never find lovers _like
M. K Societe Meets
WANTED TO TRADE-horse, bug- Cashier of the above
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
named bank, du solemnly swear thatThose present were:
Bonnie and Clyde.
gy
and
harness
for
automobi
le, the above statem
FOR RENT-3 rooms, bath hot
Farris, gathered at their home
The Mattie Belle /lays Circle of Their pleasures and miseries.
ent 4true to the best of our knowledge
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Hurt.
they water, garage, first
floor; 2 rooms, See Wert Alderson, Murray Route and belief.—C. R. Paschall, Preside
sitar Pottertewn, Sunday, to com- Mr. and Mrs. Terry
iit; J. M. Marshall,
Cochran, Mr. the Murray MethodAt Church met 'shared all alike5.
second
floor,'
furnishe
p ment Mr. Ferris on''his birth- and Mrs. W. L.
d
or
"
-unMonday
"P Cashier.
night
with Miss Lucy They said when they werie chalHarfrove, Mr. and
furnished
.
d r.
Mrs.
Etta
Williams
, CHEAT TRIP TO WORLD'S FAIR
Mrs. Ceylon Hurt and family, Mr Lee. Mrs. Roy Farmer was leader.
lenged they would step out and
S 5th. St.
Among the guests were Miss and Mrs. 0. B. Irvan
Subscribed and sworn to
lip - Want five passengers to Fair
The program was as follows:
- before me this 9th day of July,
fight.
Jr., and Ed
Ethel Fondow, of Murray, Oscar Bert
Song-Lead On, 0 King Eternal. They lived in ' their
1934.
MS, commission expires January 13,
in
Ford
V-8.
Low
cost.
See 0.
hide-otits,
1937.—Wm. B.
•
'I
Rend
the
Classifie
Cqllins and children of Mayfield.
d Colutnn.
Scripture Reading followed by
B. Boone at Boone Cleaners for Milstead,- Notary Public.
their haunts and their holes-.
At the noon hour a bountiful OatA6-,lc.
Prayer..
details.
They were kept on the dodge like
ltc
dinner was set and a great va—C. T. Allbritten, G. L. Craig, D. N. White,
A group of youngfolks enjoyed .S(lbject-The Bible in Atrazil.
foxes and motes--'
Directors.
riety of "'delicious foods were in- ran all day picnic
Papers:
"Method
s
*
.Used
to Dis- While standing rind viewing their
at Pine Bluff
cluded.
tribute
the
Bible,"
Miss Ruth Sexwoe and despair.
Sunday. Music, boat-riding, swimGuests for the afternoon were ming' and kodaking
were -, enjoyed ton; "Learning a New Language 'I yielded to a'feeling and whtts.:
Miss Robbie Adams, MIS Christine by all. •
to Read the Bible." Miss Frances
pered a prayer:
"I am '71 years old and have used
•.ems. Miss Louise_ i
Sexton; "It -Shall Not Return 'Void 'Now thaS, they're
•
telanie, Mies
Those present were:
gone they will Thedford's Black-Draught about
Essie Hale. and WaVel Steward.
M. and Mrs. Lloyd 'Waldron: Unto Me," Miss Kathaleen Patterlay them to rest
forty years," writes Mr. W.J. VanLate in the afternoon the guests Mr. and Mrs, Holice Adams,
son; "St. John's Gospel finds its Bury them together
-Lord grant over, of Rome, Ky. ."We are never
Mr.
• departed for their homes, wishing and Mrs. Everett Ray, and
Way into a Pocket." Mrs. Roy
without it,
their- regoest::
take it as a purgadaughtke honoree many more happy ter, Thyralee, Miss
Mable Steely. Farmer; "A Productive Experi- But now they are yours to do as tive when I am bilious, dizzy and
haniswimming in my head. Blackbirthdays.
you will. Raymond.Tidwell, Connie Adams. ment," Miss Mary Lassiter; "The
Edwin Simmons, Buie Warren, Bible, in a Mud Hut," Miss Oneida To stand, hear and see aM. it gave *aught relieves this, and helps me
iiiiknwhiar
ways." ... Keep a putViiiteri-Hutiand
Ralph Tidwell, Obie Warren, and Near; 'The Founding
me a chill.
Churches,"
P
tee Of "this old, reliable, purely
Marriage
Mrs.
Gingles
Wallis.
Reldon Norsworthy.
And those two Inpfhers -they left reigetable laxative in your home,
•
Vocal Solo-My. Garnett 'Jones.
• ••
An this world
and take it for prompt relief at the
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Vinson nave
Closing
Prayer: Miss Ruth-Weaks.
fhwi sdgn of constipation.
/
announce,d the marriage of their Miss Gala Fureliess
A
social hour followed at the
Marries Holmes Ellis
daughter. Miss Estelle Vinson to
close of which refreshments wert
Mr. Milton Outland, which took
Announcement has been Made served.
•
place at 200 o'clock „Monday attar- of the marriage of Miss
Gela Furnoon,. July 2, att. lladticah.
chess, senior in Murray State ColFifty Leslie
lie..cou
county
Ine
nty A-H club
The ceremony was read by Rev. lege. and Holmes EWis, senior
of members are, experimenting with
D. B. Clapp, pastor of the Baptist the University of Kentuck
y, on relief garden' sted. to God whet
Tebernacle. in the presence of March 31, 1933. Mr.'
•
Ellis is as- arrieunts can be producedlidra. D. B. 'Clapp and daughter.
sistant county agent of Greyer!.
thuds..

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

I

,,er.ation as

le

BLACK - DRAUGHT
For
CONSTIPATION

r-

Forget the Heat! Here's How to

Keep Cool!

No Stifling Hot Kitchen
If You Cook Electrically.

O'ne Food Habit Which Every Homemaker Can Encourage in
Her Family ...

25c

Putting up fruit and vegetables? Entertaining
friends or family.
visitors to dinner? Frightfully hot, exhausting
drudgeryr isn't it, these
sweltering days?

•

Don't
Spend
It
All!

15c
10c

1-.

But it wouldn't be if you were using an electric
range. You'd
find the kitchen cool and comfortable. Operat
ing the range wouldn't
make the room a single degree warmer.

SINCE January 1st. ow:deposits
-have shown a big increase.

So heavily insulated is an electric range that ALL
heat is retained
inside for preparation of food. None leaks
out wastefully into the
room.-

People are banking their money
with a confidence they have not
shown ip years.

10c

CLEAN, COOL, SAFE, ECONOMICAL—an electric
range
give you a lifetime of satisfactory service.

They know we have qualified for
membership in-the Federal Deposit
Insurance Fund.
•

18'
25`
25c
IOC

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!

From the-stanttpoint of flavor, health and econyou ariniatTheat the regular consumption
of
VELVET ICE CREAM in the home.

' Electricity is the cheapest, the most dependable, the
most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances
now:

•

As has been aptly said, "Velvet Ice Cream makes
every Meal a Isanquet of health."

They know a safe bank has been
made safer.

Order the best, which i* made from the best
ingredients on the market.
__
•
—

VELVET

PROTECTION DOUBLED JULY 1

•

ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!

DELICIOUS

Under the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora.
hon.

ICE CREAM

iJ
Deposits are now insured up to $5,000.

4

KentuckyTennessee Light and Power

VELA
VETou, LCIELEft
CRE
E
O AM
PHONE

BANK OF MURRAY
"'-'4111111111911P1M*.r..521....73M.

will

omy

•
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PAGE SEVER

Warner -Oland Playsi;114,14.4 441E-1444:1 - Who kii14.41* VCOID
bird, silencing that scream, for- Warner
Part of Chan in Film'.ever?.
Who had
Ri

Copy for this page should be submitted not later than
Tuesday
afternoon each week.
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DICK, Manager
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Koitaffice First Htlf Winner; Muny,
LeaguSeçnd Half Starts Tuesday

e_

•

,

THE LEDGER & TIMM MUR
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Postoffice
Mayfield Team, 12-7

Softball Schedule
for Last Half

106 STUDENTS ARE:
ON HONOR LIST FOR
SPRING SEMESTER

CAPITOL

grand rilly us the
"l
STANDLNG OF Millie:7—
y t stati
lsnd n
l
:
i
e_ -Several new men have heeerne extra-tuung saint lb
a 9-iiiming game. Lisa
01 the stescat. .
"le. They will be drawn for
Welding Postoffice Leval defeated First game
listed under each date.
beati
'
andel gettikra 18
'tn 8 -inithe Mayfield Junior Chamb
-W
"1444e by Tha1übs -In reverse Order in eight ng
rounds. The result
Postoffeze
of plays first.
tied the!corm:were on the Murray er
11
.2
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9
4 ,wluch
ms finished in the two'teams for last *sof one
Parker
game meeday eveni
league. These
ng. A reeved -crowd
July 17
igs-ta wilt aid hell.
RteljetWeeete....4eie
'" Ust Mal* nr`8841-tag
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i 611741Veched 1.106,
sat -the sqtradir •' •
11 Wabdrep held - the. tieza.11 Nos Vandevelde
Ledge
?'
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:Tenet
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treatment of 50 indigent children
June 16„ two days after the new
Dulaney, Leslie Bogcussion of the Murray sewerage
A revival meeting will begin at for dental defects by Dr.
gess,*afield
law on robbery with the use
E.
A.
but
W. j Kerne,
were
unable
to
make any
of Bethel on Sunday evening at
•Yeast has arrived here for dis- and fta\Rogers,
-- •
a_ Strode; inspection of 72 school
tirearmt went into effect. Loyal
moves due to the fact that no of- tributio
Dowdy,
o'clock and continue throughout teachers: 32 lectures
n for Pellagra eases and
— ,
to 1087 perFoster. an employee of the
ficial instructions have been rethea- the 'week each morning at 11
will be given out by the county
sona; distribution of 1614 pamphtre, waS wounded in the leg
ceiveclregardi
ng the fueds al- health department.
and o'clock and each evening at 8:00.
yeast
let4
about $75, most of which was
lotted for the purpose.
re:- Everyone invited to attend.
was iffinished by the State Beard
-Revival 'I
n: irt
iclite
p
I
Tess . 4
Suring of 148 newspaper arcovered, was . taken.
The city has been offered com- of
Health
through the F. E. R. A. Coldwater with
K Wilford, Pastor
tistilIC - Inspection of 743 private
W w.
pletion of the drainage projects
Rev.
and will be given for the treat- Henley
prerigses; inspection of 235
the
doing
ubstarted in Murray under the TVA.
Lynn- Grove vs Dexter. July 14 ted
ment of pellagra cases only,, Dr.
lic SVernises:
for the 1935 season.
inspection of 369
Trie city as requested named -a
J. A. Outland stated. It will be
at 8 P. M.
revival jacks‘meeting
eJ.A
dairiel; inspection
12. Any, additional information supervisor, C. H. Broach,
‘ill begin al
of 66 food
but the necessary to sign for the yeast Hebron Sunday
dealers; 117 visits to communic- Pine Bluff vs Hazel, July 1_4 at will be furnished at the request starting of the
. runrlta, through
work remains in- and a stricter regulat
ion will be next week.
able diseases; ordering 51 quaran9 P. M.
of the manager.
definite.
. - •-•
followed on distribution.
W. M. Vaughan, Pasier.
tines; examination of 37 suspected Lynn Grove vs Pine Bluff, July
t
13. Any, protest must be made
cases of veneral diseases: treat- 21 at 8 P. M. during that particular game to the
ment of 22 cases of veneral dis- Dexter
- vs Hazel, July -;,2.1 • at Umpire In. writing., and will be'
ease: examination of 35 for tuberacted on tt the first meeting
9 P. M.
of
culosis; 117 visits to tubercular
the Board of Control, thereafter_
and you'll know the
Dexter
vs Pine Bluff. July' 28 at
patients: 136 tests for communic8 P. M.
minute you see them
able diseases.
The testing of 1274 cows for Hazel - vs Lynn Grove, -July - 28 at
they're the kind of
tuberculosis; ,3481 treatments for
shoes that regularly
typhoid complete;-191 tftratroents
First Rr gilds Here
sell for more! Plenty
for smallpox; 721 diphtheria vac- Dexter vs Lynn Grove. August
cines' given; 43 scarlet fever vac4 at 8 P. M.
of the new perforatcines given: 155 other vaccines Hazel vs Pine Bluff, August 4 at
ed ss-Asts!-psi-e--4.x.,?
-P. M.
pre-natal cases examined: 445 Pine Bluff vs Lynn Grove. August
eyelet ties, oxfords,
pre-school children examined; 6
11 at 8 P. M.
pumps, sports types.
health departmentsr
school Hazel vs Dexter? 'August 11 at
Kid, calf, fabric-and children examined; 5306 defects
9 -P. M.
found:
Dexter vs Pine Bluff, August 18
leather combinations.
at 8 P. M.
School children
visited in
Choose now from a
homes, 144; 149 class talks in hy- Lynn Grove vs Hazel. August 18
complete size range!
at 9 P. M.
Women im
giene; 64 excluded from schools;
are rather stereotyped in the matter
Offices in
of
Many styles.
1 nutrition class with 30: 187 lab- Rules Governing Cantnty League small savings and that is what helps to
First National Bank Bldg.
balance the
Play '
oratory tests sent to State Board;
family- -budget.
•
West Main Street
I. The team named first in the
396 sanitary inspections and imTelephonis, Office 17;
provements for private hornet schedule shall be the HOME CLUB.
lies. Nationar Hotel
There are days
2. The winner of the Elsa Half
938 defects corrected 'in- children;
If she looks at the right place to save,
it will be in
shall -Pay
the winner of
the
367 communtaslietrakatass
and days for white
PIECE GOODS buying.
Viteel- Second
Example:
Four yards of
Ilalf
the best two out of
ed! 5.549 offite dohsultiftienss -6110
shoes and you willr
cloth at 25c per yard will make a $2.04 dress,
rural homes visited; 1.375 office th-ree games for the League Chamtax added, saving of $1.03—If you make your
want to take ad.examinations; 200 - sehool visits; pionship.
dress.
3, The Franchise fee shall be the
142, visits to county institutions;
vantage of tnese
sum of Five Dollars payable in ad583 indigent .cases treated. •
First National Bank Bldg._
offerinmat
Above is an example of thrift for the
vance- to the-- Secretary- of the
wise wife.
—PHONES—
Murray Softball Association,
We will help you by carrying at all times
a complete
Office 26
Res. 103
4. The rules adopted for play
assortment of up to date piece goods.
shall be the Official rules of the
"1 haVe suffered a great deal National Softball CorAmittee and
Values to $3.50
PIANO TUNING AND
from cramping," writes M.M. W. A. eppies there of may be had at
I suppose eminent psychologists will have
a great time analyzREPAIRING
Sewell, Sr., of Waco, Texas. -I
Sledd's Store in Murray.
ing the effect of the tax system on
the State of Kentucky, but the ex25 Years Experience
would chill and have to go to bed
5. No team shall play a man
citing little efforts to save by legiti
mate planning of home work to
for about three days at a time. I living outside the school district Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
SHOP WITH US
avoid
paying of taxes by the making of garme
would have a dull, tired, sleepy
Phone
46—At Jolnieon Music Co.
wdere such Warn is located with
nts that could be
feeling. A friend told me to try
made
and to avail each student of home econo
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
mics which she
Garda thinking it would help me the single exception Of the School
has
been
taught
to do.
—and It did. I am very much im- teacher.
6. The Board of -Control shall be
proved and do not spend the time
constituted by. the Four Team
in bed. I certainly can recommend
At various times I have commented
on shifting sceneic of the tax
Cardui to other sufferers."
n'tanagers.
burde
n of our state to those who have small
Thousands of women testify Carded
"We Do It a Little Better"
incomes. For four-years
7,
UMPIR
ES,
GROUN
DKEEPER
benefited them. If It does not benefit
I have been a consistent opponent of
a
the proapot new tax on gross reYOU, consult • physician.
lusd BALLS will be furnished by
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
ceipts; but it is on us now, but they
have limited- this wedlock to June
the Murray Softball League.
30tIs,1-936, whether it suits all the famil
Expert Hatters
----8.--Earte"--trans-muSt furniih "Its
y or lia;lio we propose to comply with the law as it is interpreted (but
PHONE 44
own bats and other equipment.
I don't like it). The people
can
instruct the next legislature to re-enact it
9. Any team not on the field-at
or find some other way
Murray ready for play within ten
to raise revenue.
minutes,of the schedule time shall
forfeit the money-Put up for its Repairing, Electric and Acetylene
It will be necessary to save and that can
Welding and 'Tin Work.
appearance and not allowed to conbe done always by making your purchases at our store.
Electrical Work..
tinue the schedule until the money
-has been restored.
FARRIS MACHINE SHOP
10. Gasoline will be furnished
NORTH • FOURTH
PHONE 377
each team by the Murray Softball
League for the trips to and from
the games, the total paid each team
not to exceed $1.00 One Dollar)
per game.
WM. R. FURCHES
11. This short season is merely
JEWELRY, GUNS. MUSICAL
an experiment and if the teams
INSTRUMENTS
carry out this schedule and rules
a eitenplete schedule will Ise adop- at Johnson-Fain Music Compan
y
Ye-

)12 13".
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Clifton Kelly Is
Formerly of County

a

'Yeast For Pellagra
To Be Distributed'
we,.
64° days m"“arY .treang

)RY
4E1

Schedule for County League Games
Murray Softball Association
Season of 1934
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A. Y. Covington, M.D.

B. F. BERRY
Dentist

Very Much Improved
After Taking Cardui

,

S. H. Henderson

Acnrie

Murray Mercantile Co.

DRY CLEANING

Now Robert T. islichols

novel `The
St Earl Derr

me

0

Os

as

Who
5.1t4a4'ktri%
Burdens-and will Help
Him Bear Them!

CITY DIRECTORY

$1.98

5
01
-1

It's A Wise Wife

Not Everybody in
Calloway -county subscribes to,the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

. Presenting the Woman's Viewpoint
in Convenience, Economy and Beauty

MACHINE SHOP

THE SUPER • SERIES

Watch Repairing

A Real Reduction on Summer
Merchandise of all Kindst

Many Real Bargains on Odd Lots of

citest Nitaise lft
Wee\

•GIVES 1/4 MORE FOOD SPACE
•COLD STORAGE SPACE
•DOUBLE HYDRATOR CAPACITY
•1/3 MORE ICE

:K

)AY

- I have a group of actommodating sales people who have to work for themselvej and families and when you trade with them y.au.help
them.

•t,&You

One glance tells you this this new Super
Series PrIidsire is built to meet the Woman's Viewpoint
as to what
refriger
ator
a
should be and do.
A light flashes on as you open the door,revealin
g an
extremely large food storage space—% grnater
than in
former cabinets ofthe same size. This is
Made possible
by a revolutionary new development---an
insulation
reflects
. that
heat as a mirror reflects light.
Then there are more ice cubes than ever
before.
Trays(=atom at the touch of a finger on the patente
d
handle. There is cold storage space for keeping
ice
cream meats and, poultry—more than
double the
Hydrator capOty of former models—an
automatic
defrosting switch that le_aycs Machine to
forget or
remember. And the larger food space
is made still
more usable by movable shelves.

ORE

WHITE SHOES TO CLOSE
OUT'

I now hold the place of the oldest drygoods
merchant in Murray since the passing of that
dear old gentleman, Mr. Ryan.

•WO
tcro‘c46trtd° elet 4 elerek";
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•‘,1he 16
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\nl‘le 4e\e°'
i(0
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Gna1 cxfikee

CiotTI:SW)c41\
ccqe
ci°
•

kciOes.
tosoef

ask

There is not another In business who waa:in
business when I came
here in my own name-in71-924. I have been
selling drygoods for myself since 1898. I have been active in the affair
s of the places where
I happened to be. Have been on the wrong side
many times, but what
is a good average, I hope.
Murray We town that will stand Or fall as
the citizens choose to
give her support. The time is here when
the different counties will
benefit in proportion to the revenue collec
ted
stands. The merchants of Calloway will -help if-the present set-up
you.

1.0. TURNER

Johnson-Fain Music Co.

M"

,Old

Postoffice Location

Murray, Ky.
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Lagoon he. muds the -hest job color Glass ta
IINI.Ot alhe- tre to not feasible feat'in meof being chief magistrate in the ate, Glees would not surrender neering standPeint
became "there
....110111•••••••••••=•11
history of Kentuchk
Whither
do
Jeffersonian Degeneracy to Is no head at Aurora'. Then how
•••
Cosaellitaties of- The Warner tasillw.
Ta• eslieway Tame and r
think he has done tbe worst measures that he regarded as Un- will it knock out the Wan KeeMaid Gaselier SO. sae
jab by a &woe abet tie took 111, democratic and unwise for the tuOky- minas If it can't produce
rsiiistiasisd %Tr Cailoway County Publishing Co., tar
resent lateen. _Murray, Ky
oft-icot under the most distressing country
He thinks this country any power?
e0ndltions in the history of the cannot much longer continue as a
,
T. Lovett
taw° state, when the
Government.
aworks was parliamentary
And how can West Kentucky's
4a
mitered as tee
raY. RS . aestelt,;.9016,0000041‘st•
lect_atter reading the article Me- -mak- beessesse ler Mat- mime
-a S
Mr.
—awe hare only been oble to Richard mys it Ships millions
gthelthallit -demi 'litho
of
1? Edith he is a shrewd, kindly, arrive at one conclusion. that the tons annually North arid South?
atmosphe
re
of
Washingt
on and Aurora Dam electricity won't supidkILMOS IL_
Ken.
Map geatlemem who has been Senatorial dither-1%re net con- plant that business.
genial
to Senator Logan. He was
*Med by teeny.
thought ...kg
11141101.11 'it
nerthese. much more in his element as
In short. Mr. Richardson says
Allointerbi Moe he betimes to Judge of the Court of Appeals Aurora dam would
hurt us if it
be his friends but, worst of all. is than he "Si as a Senator. Them is
produced any power but it won't
thoughtlessly vitiated by hun- left the impreesion that the Senproduce any power and we 'will be
dreds of thousands of Kentuckians ator is up in the air about the
darn nigh ruined by this mighty
ileheeriellaa Spearn—le Pim raeurreesiesai Merin ang kisser aril whe have no understa
whale
metier
-et
whether
nding
a consti- dam which will produce
whatStewart Counties. Tem.. $1.04 a year: Katanuarn
enormous
50 ; ainowaenk °LH'
tutional' Dentocreey is to continue.
Advertietag Rates and inforuiation about 01
callosity
coupes seasina ever of his problems.
amounts of power without any
Asentahea steal apencatiou.
Kentuckians. law fans at a It is rather unfortunate that Sen- head.
Figure
it out if you are
biribban Senna hem gotten into ator Logan did not hear President smarter than I
am.
•
melon as
at mortal clay are the- Welk perniekees and unjust- Roosevelt's speech over the radio
Staniey hes Marais ified, at blertilieS '1Werithing that before he wrote this article.—
prose to
Like the British Tommy who
been
by the highest gem wines eei the eivereer of the Elizabethtown News.
said they'd have ham and eggs
at melees and none dale Feint natural disasters to
and
for breakfast if they had some
quicker to atilmowiethp petty kreethee of the peeen they
The simple, Jeffersoman type of has
ham but they didn't have any
Diemerat. of wintii. thank God one
faults than he.
ewe- AI- toddled on the hapless
eggsthere are still many thousands in
forever been honest with Meddles of the chief azimut:lye.
• • a a.
with his Malik and
eitC Kentucky._ _ welcome with deemet-please- ervery-The
Republic
an national leaders
aleensies
Agett7tnehilesstedly.
By .1••
tiemetimea thielbt-lhat
are decrying the New Deal and
of hie warmest personal &d- am please anybody, no matter
meat of former Senator
*calling for Another Deal
enims ant his political foen what he does As I say,
that he will be a candidate-:
I hold
And just to think, after fifteen
• • •••
thkIlenate in 1936.
owes his defeat for the no special brief for Ruby Latent
tear* of strouth the liquor makers
Leave it to the President always
Ellegthe in 1924 and his presest L want no job or favor: from
theeiley is far too able
his are getting competition
from a to do the right thing. He just
eilliesee from the halls a con- ethethistratioa; so far as I
popular a Kentuckian a
Mow cigarette which advertise
s a "lift" dismissed brother Clarence Darto his inherent probity and 4 have ne-frieniie or relatives
--utielitied by menial pr
per-who when You're tired.
row's committee.
sonaty and ability
the Sees- 'ithiedar that not only would net am courting any prieileges or
•• •• •
ate for Kentuckians
it him thimett kliti to tall a lie but waled therm
The
differenc
e between
The trouble with a floating debt
even allow him negatively to
wise
to wend the rema
of his life
But I am getting tired of hawing
man and a fool is a mere matter is that it is rarely tied down.
a falsehood.
in-the practice
ur in Washpeople abuse the Governor for
of
•••••
mouth and ears. The wise Men
iniatin, D. C.
. There ' The next Senatorial race is still countleee things that are not his
keeps his mouth :hut and his ears
Senator Barkley is spending a
are' more ba
wyers than good manse diatom away and political fault. Let's quit it; it's childish
are good lawyers. propheciee are- always deuteron& as well as ridiculous and only open while the fool keep his mouth month in Kentucky but the maonea: but
open and his ears shut.
jority of his constituents would
Meer
far 'too few good but the way the polities! tide is stultifies the critic
•••••
never have .faund out about it
setromidInd Kentucky, certainly running
Keethotey_
,indicetes
Sally Band, the nudist
sheindiffil for ever having permit- that Own* Staniey will return to
wedding except for the newspacKr‘ s.
and other tidbits of news from the
• • •• •
y. to - Wive the _ clambers the U. S. Serie inAmikery,
World's Fair indicate that this rePeople who thought the banks
giake. mist avalpid, deithithativa
An aniethilt WOE
absiitt • tht
tail clothing merchants of Chica- would never come back have
. billy he the wade
their
win'IMO die• situation is Ma tremendous numgo are not doing any record- attention invited to the
canny not overlook the't°peer- ber oi Young Democrats who are
statement
Senator U. M. Logan in an ex- breaking
- wady to have that• there
business in the Windy of a local institution which shows
thusiastic over Stanley's candi- tensive article
again.
in an issue of City these Fair summers
more than $350,000 on checking
.
Stanley is not old even dacy. And nothing need Be said Liberty magazine gives
a • • • •
his
views
deposit, all placed there since reand that brilliant, scintil- about his place in the hearts of the about the Federal
Government, That sow which has produced
44 organisation only -18 months ago.
MOM ilidgilett, like a wonder- older Democrats of Kentucky.
and espesiany about Congrem little
• • • ••
piggies within the past year
-ternpered ' blade of Damascus
"Stand by for Stanley-.
Logan has a peculiarly turned
just was utterly ignorant of the
Most talks as* not so interested
is as rapier-like in action
mind, with here and there flashes
Birth Control League and the in- having the
as broadswacd-telling in effect
stock • exchange
of genius but for the most part AAA
Corn-Hog Production Con- regulated as they would be in
strap the prime -of the Senator's
erratic and incomprehensible. -This trol
plan.
learning how tti.betUlt
adeldle life. Evep snore.fit for the
particular
article is..tppiaair
• • • ••
his state and
Logan. It is hard to tell of what
A
-Harvard Chemistry professor
Ms-nation for .it is further.-enrichBishop Cannon criticised taitil
I- -hold no brief for Ruby taf- he is complaining
most, the bii. actually ate his shirt when
ed -with the "deeper experiences fetas I did not support
proved political parties recently. "All out
him in reaucracy which he claims runs wrong in an
of the years such as a mind
argument Most of of step but Jim:.
the
convention, I was not for him the Government, or the
of
intensive us PaitIPMCP lase it.
•
.1?
111
...M.ear a ,Alltsd
Prof. Funkhoueer, of .tbe Uniof only his broad
can aequire_ nosninae of the Democratic party States Senator. He indicates
very
John Lawrence, Cadiz Record, versity- has had the bones of 300
Few statesmen . have been so in 1931
I did then support him clearly that the Roosevelt
Admin- is kind enough to say he's glad
richly endowed as Stentey and loyally and energetic
shipped to Lexington.
to Indians
ally • -and 'istratiort -tic not Jeffersonian De- see Jot
back jotting at Murray. After stealing everything the Red
few-have so Mil used their talents. enough citizens of this
state were mocracy, and he claims to be a Thanks John
Man had in life the White Man
a
LegisLator
executive,
citinen, in the boat with me to elect him Jeffersonian
Democrat " It
is
won't even let his bones rest in
Mangey- has 'not a single blotch''by one of the largest triajoriti -probabl
y true, but yet he has supes
Carrots are good for the tiosn- peace_
upon his record for which he owes ever given a Governor
in this ported practically all of the meas- plexien but
have not yet supan apoloe to his
'
.constituency.
commonwealth.
ures of the Roosevelt Adminis- planted the
latest model paint job.
He may have slipped 'ipon ocI do. not think that Governor tration_ He is very different
•
.
•.
from
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A Clarion Call
for Starile

juirr jars

Senator Logan Gives
His Views

M

W

-7.

Fighting the
Governor

'there,
Mt ever that World since time
began
The Tax Conualsaioner's effice
The same has been the story of Is now open for the purpose of
making the 1924 ameament.
Under the law you are required
The home he built was torn apart
That new homes o'er the- land to list your property between
•itaky lin aM0411110•41.•
SolkleibiaBBEL
Please be ready- I. tarn in your
But I can't believe that old home list as tarty as eenvenience.
As all assessments are made, as
ties
Are completely severed or that of July 1st you will only be
called upon one time for your list.
loyelty digs,
CLAUDE ANDERSON,
And I -don't see how Old Father
Tax Com, Calloway County
Timm
Can make me forget that old home
of mine.

Notice Taxpayers

of tkakisneertenaliielb the
work to deer up any matter et
title or private interests it will be
necessary to make continuous contact with Washington and Knoxville and as no one can take the
place of Congressman Gregory on
account of his luiowledge of the
conditions controlling this program. I want to ask sll of our
citizens of the First -Congressional
District to look well into the interests of the Aurora Dame and to AL
deride if we can afford to force 11,
our coogressman to have to stay
at home and make a campaign to
Ur ANYONE
protect himself, or. will we assure
—mopes
will be protected in
AURORA
ASSURE
DAM NOT
D hirn that he
—Dies
his race and that we want him to
—Gets Married
apply his time in clearing the way
.
.
Ledger & Times:
—Has Guests
In your last issue war an ad, for early progress of the dam.
—Has a Party
"Aurora Dam Assured"—maybe so,
I know this is a bold request I
—Goes Away.
but, serious obstacles are in the em- Making at hit -oppelltent.
—aim a- Flee •
-tr-airtirceileist—genthenan,
way. The ifirtstate cornpany hold—Is Ill
ing a temporary permit is blocking and a good Democrat, but if I or
—Has an Operation
the works and will so so until my best friend were in the race
—Has an Accident
arbitration or some other settle- against Gregory I would feel the
--Buys a Home
ment is made, now preventing same way and I.know you should.
—Wins a Prize
early progress on the Dam.
Congressman Gregory is Art Close
--Receives an Award
. Congressman W. V. Gregory "has contact with the President and tie
—Builds a House
been on the job fur some 12 or 14 other man that might be elected*.
—Makes a Speech
months in Washington and with could make such a contact until
—Holds a Meeting
TVA at Knoxville. Congressman it would be too late!
—Or Takes Part in Any
Gregory is the only congressman
If the first District voters sio
Other Unitsual Silent
of Kentucky who has had the mat- not protect Gregory at this time
That's News and We Want it ter under serious, consideration or they will not protect
themselves.
observation who has spent much
T. 0. TURNER.
Head the Classified Column.
extra, time and money in corres- —Political Advt.

For Gregory's
Return To
Congress

Phone 55
Please

WHERE A
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DEATH

OF
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The Old Horne

that enchanted meadow

Ehe Blue-Grass sectibn

In that enchanted area of central Kentucky, is the
"Great Meadow"—the Blue Grass regicirl . . . This
beautiful section abounds in spots of interest for the
•• • ••
motorist. tlere are the farms upon which the famous
Just to indicate - how foolishly
Kentucky thoroughbreds are raised; here is Lexingsome reputedly smart fellows argue,
ton—the "hub of the horse world." and a great eduMr. Richardson asserts that Aur-1
cational center; here is "Ashland"—the historic old
hcita*of Henry Clay.
A beautiful drive leads from Lexington to Harrodsburg, -where is an exact reproduction of the •
first fort er .ft
-N in the Kentucky wilderness. Nearby ..
is the famous Herrington Lake. a fisherman's paraFOR ALL KINDS SHOE
dise . . . In this section are Frankfort—the state
REPAIRS
capital; Danville—the home of Center College; and
The
best
of leathers expertin the north the thriving cities of Covington, Newly handled, giving you the
port and Maysville.
best in shoe
Don't fail to visit the Blue Gras,s section of the
state this summer. Excellent roads malre touring in -- Ladies Heel Taps
10c
the Blue Grass a pleasure. Standard Oil service,OPPOSITE LEDGER &
stations and dealers in Standard Oil products offer
TIMES
the motorist every convenience all along the way.

- DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

New and interesting road maps (in color) free of
charge.

FIery Clay-

I try to "fit in" any place
And find a friend in the stranger's
face,
.
- But no matter where I ever roam,
I carry a mental picture of home.

ndidate without upI don't have to close my eyes to
aspirant. in
see
The shade 'neath the maple' and
• ••
beechnut tree
If you
orrt care for nickle
business remerriber that bandits Where dad at 'noon would tired
repair
held up a 10-cent store oi PaduTo take a nap in a tiited chair.
cah last week and got $1.700.
- rift not day
dreaming when I
The president of the West Ken- . - hear
The
voice
that never failed to
tucky coal company opposes Aur'cheer
ora Darn on the grounds that it
will throw out of employment Singing with all her work to do.
several thousand Western Ken- "Somebody, somewhere, is needing
tucky coal miners.
Of course
that is the way progress is. mareut we- wonder whether Mr. Rich- 1---never- cu,,vince myself. trio I try,
ardson is so much interested in That the days.when they needed
me are by.
West Kentucky's miners' employmerit as he is in West Kentucky 'For still so often I miss their care
That I know they oft grow lonely
coal company profits.
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First Ftro Built in A'..tarks:
'Urinary...aid er llarredsinirl

By "The Chatterbox"
Time will cure _all things they say.
•Alid yet I wonder every day
If days or months or many a year
Can make ones' old homeplace less

posi
a

of your State

•

Isn't it strange that a great
many people believe that preparedness is the best way to meet
any contingency but war?
•••••
It's better to be job hungrythan dole hungry.
• • •• •
The Japanese cabinet threatens
-te-resign- but the Chinese -wish the
army would do it.

ESSOLURE--the modern hydrofrned
oil has the great advantage of combining ia ene oil the five characteristics
of- the ideal motor lubricant
CROWN STANDARD GAMINE
is a. perfectly balanced gasoline with
all the dertrable--quidities, piss antiknock prapertiee without added egwe

TRAVEL BY BUS
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE- MURRAY TO—
Paducah: S A. EL, U A..pL; 5 P. lth
Hopkinsviile: 745 A. 114.--2 P. M..
7:30 P. AL
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. It; 2 P. 114.
Mayfield. 6 A. M., 11 A. M.; P. DA
Faris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 V'. N.
ALL BUSSES CROSS- COLLEGE
CAMPUS,

ta•

Connections to St. Louis. Chicago,
Detroit and Everywhere.

STANDARD'OIL COMPANY

'Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

C. RAY LINES
martyr,

IN-CORPORATED IN KENTUCKY
•

Ky

The following Firestone
Dealers Are Prepared
to Serve You:

Jackson
Pur
cha
se
oil
Co

NON-SKID SAFETY
UP... UP... UP... to 14,000 feet above
sea-level. Skirting yawning chasms, tearing around
181 treacherous turn* at breath-taking speeds—
daredeYil drivers fight their way up ... grinding,
pounding, swaying, over more than twelye miles
of tread-torturing granite gravel. What a terrific
test of tire stamina!'
Firestone High Speed Tires
-with the tougher, weartwisting tread were need on
the winning car in the Annual
Pike's Peak Race., where a slip
means death! This gruelling
grind is the most amazing
GUM • DIPPUD MON
proof ever known of Extra
N CONDI
Traction, Non-Skid Safety,and
Dependability.
This same Extra Quality and
Reserve Safety are'lmilt into
the new Firestone High Speed
Tire for 1934, to protect you
and your family. These new
tires are Safety-Protected on
the outside with a wider tread
of flatter contour, deeper
aits-n---sh id and- more and
tougher rubber—SafetyProtected on the inside by
4
eight additional pounds-of
pure rubber absorbed by
every 100 pounds of cords.
46d
This additional rubber
STAMINA
surrounds every cotton fiber
A TRIPLE
inside every cord in every ply,
lEEMONENKR MUDDIES
* F or wren consort* it...ear•
counteracting damaging GUARANTEE
hare blerro on the scions
o•
frictional beat, the enemy of
• n• the daring P,4•'.
••4er Vamproled
tire life.
P.ek rlinab raw*
•.
14.
Performance Peon*
"Iran death.
This is accomplished by
The
MANS
111111410111
Uh
sawn'
AgMnd Al
- Cum-Dipping, the ingenious
ten reactions
WWI
process developed and
ere,fifteen consecutive
patentedby Firestone.Through —for 12 ateetto Armor
years to,
.
, born tut the
All
Need
Nene*
•
ariortingedrsinthe500.milh
its exclusive use only Firestone
India nooohs Rare.
is able to gtive you a tire of •Sit month• in
11412 141ANS moan
such cobeeire strength and commercial err•iee.
montaxm
safety,
more than 50%
*For
con ser-u floe yew,
to.. boon o. the 131 beam
Mager.
mileage.
•
h• Waaktra.44-on.
(a )Railcemy and Electric
C.
...Pim, cowering
11,357.810
bra nsill••
• t Neu t ont
"
41(0/•
-61tn.tiPeirratIo.

me otams=murf

Preece!' yearseilLaisd Lima, on your ratatimi
trip—
'Vise nearest Firesemue-Servire Dealer or Service
Store
your ear today with new Firestone High
Speed
taw LUC REMEMBER, you will 'save
moiler at
paimet pdOet, Imitess trade rubber has. Meanest
more
thenv-4111191,--mist-Neasi 190% — tire praia
--eseneg

eue

•••••
V.Nwe

=

paid* rileskr at *dr present low levels,

Also

•

Arrow/Ma

Incorporated

PHONE 208
East Main Street
Murray, Ky.

pondence. railroad fare and takiphone expense for this project.
Thls Seine in his district, has,
naturally, made him .actively interested but as in all other matters
connected with his office he has
been very active.

1See Pkeeesese A Eallesen Term nee&
thalOreemoil
Ferrara area earalttr•
.ae
latalaran. Waviele
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Mrs. Jesse Stone fourth of July
our singing school has closed. We
—mg attendee lbw greet 111110110.
for eech type and will be uniform CALLOWAY CLUB AT
don't want our singings to he
1111 S. C.
-4101if "Memsesening"
draggled.
We
for
want
all growers of a given type. -4
to keep it
•
,
,Elder I A Douthitt will begin
Premium Jones set out a patch
After being absent two" weeks, going an4,.be needy for the conGrowers under contract will not .-The Calloway County Cluh was
protracted
meetings at
Union of tobacco and within seven weeks
vention
this fail.
Grove Church of Christ Sunday, that tobacco wee topped, July 3. although I had a letter in the
be allowed te sell more than their organized at Mursay State I_ColMr and Mrs. Billie St John, of
The Kerr-Smith tobacco Act, be given
paper last week but was a left444 lb. Thee
allotments exempt from
lege Monday:- morning at" the
Penes
NNW
iseeellis
Y're $et Y
allotme
Munroe. La.. week illieteramiseiat -slesetf.'stiti•Acenithe inse
shigI411004811 . is °a
nt Violations of this Igo- chapel
dene...if
fikets
will
come ifeck art
mestaellama.liee the tax 4tut will. me
title Week' lit-W110 ',Peek'
hour.
Clubs of various
melba mend habil -wits,4timilt
Baptist'ttreed.
horny
of
hacce
1/4
aid
e
•Isdr--t
air
wittessi
d
-prelim"
again.
dige
church and alio at the Coldwater
°Mt'PIN0$011B1eIffitspetand Mrs. Jim Black.
Mrs- °Phalle Bazzell and Bert,
srowers cooperating in the vol- and heneftt payments.
Ginglas
of benefit payments isud,
Our ten-nignt singing school.
haws.
Methodist church.
with a sweep =Wee cut of the
-"Raw BudrThird, growers who do not eV easisiwt
y adjustment plan, became
meson.
The Backusburg homecoming was weede and
-conducted by Mr. Barber Edwards,
The Calloway students elected
.
'law June 28 when signed by Pres- contracts and am not
grass on the concrete
hducting
County agents now have can- Holman Jones presidentt GaSen
closed last night and we of this
"great and grand". Seven thous- church yard-an
d a bunch of big,
ident RooneyeItisj
their
fanning operation*. in line tract blanks for those esho wish Lamb. vice-presjsient
iteider
community feel honored by havand folks were there. More than ugly mugs
and Aim
didn't do a frazzlin'
arts of 94 pea met ot the ttheltr• with the spirit of the tobacco pro- to take advanta
ing such a .singer as Mr. Edwards
ge of the 30-day Lute Clayton Beale, seeretasy.
BAR tickets og admittance sold. thing.
I'm one of those ugly
rowers to secure higher prices gram. Such growers will not re- time extensio
to teach and direct us We really
n. These contracts
The Uteri'. Mood on the large plat- mugs!!
will not be jeopardized by the ceive rental or benefit payment
s age ientical with those previously
A family reunion was neld at
FoUr years ago. 'only 50 bushels
Bean hieing. the microphone with
Put rat poison or 'Paris green think we have beep taught music.
small minority who rejected the and will be required to pay the
for each type of tobacco. of certified seed potatoes :..were
but in such a short time we the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
tbill amplifier some 80 feet off! on raw roasting
voluntary plan.
ear..
wheneelitata -eouldn' hope
tar.
on
which
non-contrict used in Boyd county. This* year
t
to accomplishment Humphreys', Wednesday, Jqly
Did Pickard* Aimlliwissir.Dave db their devilme
nt. Then I think
The adjustment productiesk,. WM.
The Kerr-Smith Act, devised at
may apply for allotmenta 1,899 bushels were planted.
very much but if it could have in honor of their daughter, Mrs.
-Mgeon meta sure "nuff" there. you can "live
a Christian life."
ment
for
all
the
types
of
request of a large raajorjty of
tobacco af- are eve able in county agents' ofThe quartet was too slow, cornA fellow sent some good where continued for two el* three weeks Paul Johnson, Mr. Johnson and growers.
, provides for ;tax of 33 fected by the Kerr-Smith Act for flees.
hanger we really could have sung. children, John Elmore and Ruby
Ten lithe demotistratiow have
pealed of whole notes with four to mill which
yielded 33 pounds
1934
1-3
will
be
announced before the
per cent of the sales value
Pldwards on returning home, Carolyn., of 1068 Noble Street,
baste to the- 'immure. MI in all of flour to the bushel. The
been started in Nicholas county,
.
opening
miller
of
the marketing season
unless the Secretary of AgriculBend the
it was the best exhibition
carried' three of our boys with Gaty, Indiana.
reports County Agent H. J. Matson.
Coisilnast.
that I got 27 pounds out of the 60. He
ture designates a lower rate, which
him
Friends
ever attended.
to
teach
and
and
relative
direct next
s gsther
'Twas July 4, thought it thundered!
f:lay not be less
than 25 per cent
1934
who went
were on the lawn and at the noon hour
The farmers around here have week. Those
on all tobacco produced this
a
John
bountifu
If you feed a dog on white
Brassell
l dinner was spread.
. James Rea* Wells,
season
flour every thing to eat such as potaand- Otho Winchester. The boys Lentortede was served throughout by growers who have not -shined
biscuit for 28 days he win be apt toes, cabbage
, beans, okra, squash,
t.,
ntracts
under
the voluntary 'plan.
feel highly keeled by being Of- the day.
to die with running fits. I
hope roasting ears, all kinds of fruit,
Maryland Which= and., Virginia
such ass oppaessessay;
yett may hp it out.
.--1 hest1•Mbieving- -the dey- were:- fried chicken, ham, eggs; jjfl Ltexe
sorlseigh
el ang.-aigar leaf-4eba
Mr,- and-less--Bause
L. EL_ Pogue will preset at butter, melons
and clicumbers. -The -Bev. BE* Nesbitt 'and Mrs Mr.
anti Mrs. Lee Humphreys. are exempt from the provisions
Coldwater Bonday at 3:30 P. M. But listen, ladies
and gentlemen, Nesbitt of Nashville are spending Mr. and
of
the act for 1934.
Mrs. Fred Humphreys
"Neither hath it entered into the I know a gent whom
you know, a few days here as the guests of and
J. B. Hutson, Chief of the Agrichildren, Chester, Dorris, gad
heart of man, the things that
God if he would eat less, would weigh Mrs. Nesbitt's parents, Mr. and
Doyle Wrex, Mr. and Mrs Bull ulturad Adjustment Adminis
hath prepared ,to all them that more, and that guy .is,
traold man Mrs. Billie Dunn of Midway. and Humphreys,
obey him." Cor. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Gingles tion's -tobacco
section, explains
Mrs 011ie Neebttt.
Mr Nesbit
-"Eagle".
that
Barnes,
Mr. and Mrs. Caswell
with the signing of the act,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Paschall
has been ill for some time end we
of
Humphreys and daughter, Elsie the voluntary production adjust
Paducah were guests of Mr.
and It Pays to Read the tlessitieds are glad to know he is able to Joe,
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Smother- thent program was reopened for
be out again.
Miss Doris Fair of Murray spent man and children. Annie Lou, and 30 days, giving eligible growers
who do not have contract
last week as the gueit of Estelle Max Hugh.
s anMr. and Mrs. 011ie Smotherman other opportunity to sign contract
Hayes.
s
THE PALISADES in Nese*soy
and children, Harold. Eldridge, and escape payment of the tax.
11 Those who have been guests
in
-which ef 9 leading gamboge
John
Special
Luster,
and
allotmen
Joseph
ts to ncn-conWrenn,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
could take this Dodge and 4,300Coles' the past week are: Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Jones, Mrs. tract signers, totaling not more
lb. lead farthest up the hill in
Mrs. Fosburg and family of Padu- Lina Paschall, Mrs. Dora Tay- than 6 per cent of the total pro"high"? The answer was-Guilt
cah, Mr and Mrs. Clifford Phil- lor and daughter. Lizzie, Mr. antt duction allotted to a county under
Test certified by a Notary Public.
lips, .cif Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. J. W. Richerson. Mr. and voluntary contracts, will be made.
Mrs.
Paul Johnson and children, In order to insure protection for
Edgar Nesbitt of Detroit, Mich.,
who
'Mrs. Shelton of Paducah, Mrs, Johe Elmore, and Ruby Sarolyn. growers
produce
small
Mr. and Mn. J. H. Humphreys amounts,
two-thirds
Clarence Coles of St Louis. Mo.,
of
these
and Barber Edwards df Kirks. and daughters, Era. and Annie special allotments to non-signers
This community was well rep- Laura. Others could not be gzee- wi:I be distributed among those
growers whose allotments would
resented at Pine Bluff Wednesday cut on account of work,
.1,500 pounds or less. as Harry Coles carried a truck
Mr. Harold Smetherman and
Included in the group , of nonload of about ell
We have another wedding to re- Miss Opal Lassiter spent Sunday signers,. producing in line with
port, that. of Mr. Hollie Luter anti July 1, with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph the spirit ,,pf the adjustment proRicherson, of near Cherry Corner. gram, who are eligible to
Mies Louise Roberta
receive
Artell Magness and Miss Logklie special tax-exempt- allotments.
Miss Ruth Steely left for Paciu
are
-Rogers attended church servicht Wow- who lost their farms
soh Priday to visit her aunt.
durMr. and Mts. Otho Winchester at Taylor's Store Thursday rileit. ing the depression because of inedbtedness and have recently been
-"Blue Eyes"
I of Hazel were guests in., the home
able to reclaim them; tenant
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon affd
farmers
.
..40a bave been displayed on
Ials...angt. Alga .1, V.
last wee`
a
attends& the 'Inert; at this
ae.liaete
whD have been unable
vise*.
9, obtain
places
on farms covered by conand. Mrs. Buts Wiliam of
Nathan
Ltilitavills arif • *siting Mr. and. The
B. Stubblefield tracts; and growers of long exPhysics Club of Murray State perience who have recently acfen Billie Minn of Midway.
Mt -and Bles.`11diMr -Nesbitt left *liege has received the' Materials uired farms with MI recent tobaclelle
seutir home in Detroit. Mich.. and is planning the construction co history.
'hails, there will be three classes
y night after spending a of an. astronomical telescope with
Are all gasolines alike? Here's proof that they
a magnifying power of 150 diame- of producers growing tobacco this
short vacation here.
arts':!
-Remember our Sunday School ters. The details were- discussed year: .
First, growers who have signed
Is 'still progressing nicely at this in the regular meeting, which WaS
In a long series of "power teas" on tough hills
Maas and remember we sing ever held in the administration build- production contracts or will- sign
from
New England to Georgia, Gulf has been pitthem
ing.
under the 30-day extension,
Sunday. after Sunday school as
•
ted against 32 other'towlines.Results?-Galf has
With a telescope of this power and thus. qualify for benefit payall of the planets, their moons, meats.
woo mere testIalhon the 31 other gasoline;combined!
pebuLae, double stars, and many
Second, growers who could not
Drive to a Gulf station. Fill up with that Good
other sights will be opened to
ob- obtain an equitable base under the
Gulf-and see if you don't have a livelier motor!
servers, according to members
contract
.
,
Those
of
this group
of
0 MA. GULP RIMMING CO.,PITTSBURGH, PA.
the
committee.
An
equatorial who can satisfy their local cornmounting will be built though the rnittees that they are conducting
exact location of the instrument their farming operations in line
has not been decided upon.
with the spirit of the tobacco produefion adjustment program will
Nine Perry county orchard own- —
ers who have sprayed their'
or•
chgrds for three years have
good
Iproduction this year.
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Kerr-Smith Tobacco Act Signed;
Processing Tax Goes To Growers

Gtrnter's Flat

•

NO WALK FOR THIS CAMEL
BUT A WALK-OVER FOR GULF!

T

t voters do
it this time
themse I ves.
RNER

Patrons of Water
& Light Co.
Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY,.THE 15th
OF THIS MQNTH.

. Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.

a

Nit

Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save em-

Im
E TY

StubLAtfield
Will Star Gaze

acceptid elsewhere.

NEW GULF GAS
wins again in "Power Test"

KENTUCKY TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.

Murray

16
T1
7117;07
,
ORIST0410

•

Kentucky

ALL

SD TRUCROIR
1111201

IL

411..

I NIGH
CORDS

Rich, Nourishing

There's more power in THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor .
Ciffloe at Home, 000 Wat
Mehl
Mondays, Wedneedays, Ihridega
in Afternoon
1 p. us. to 6 p.

ICE CREAM!

Money.Savers

THE WHOLE COUNTRY

GOODYEAR
TRUCK
TIRE

GONE

WHEY
,

Tremendouswelcome-buge
sales-follow announcement
of sensational new Goodyear
tire-keeps us and factory on
jump-Users say 4443% more
non-skid mileage" understates it.

THE FOOD
ICE CREAM

No Need To Worry
About A Dessert!
here's never a need to think of a- dessert when planning adinner..,For dessert is the simplest part of a dinner.
Just ask any Aefor head steward what dessert is more
frequently ordered in their dining rooms.- It's Ice Cream,
of course. . . And no matter vvIrat the age of your guests
—whether they're six, or sixty—or somewhere in between—you may be sure that they can eat ice cream and
like it. It's one of the most healthful foods known. _

GOODYEA1-‘
SPEEDWAlr'
ONCE AGAIN
THE GAYEST CITY
ON EARTH

Look What You Get-No Extra Cost: 43% More Miles of real
non-skid safety... Flatter Wider Tread ... More Center
Traction (16% more non-skid blocks)... Heavier Tougher
Tread (average of 2 lbs. more rubber) ... Supertwist Cord
Body (supports heavier tread safely)

1700

We've never seen the equal of it—the way

$4.40

car owners have flocked in, looked,listened,

MODERN ROOMS
WITH BATH
Fi200f
$
2
.
50

Just 4 dada from
6rant fbrk whI
the North &bore
to the kni Grow*

Built with
Supertwist
Cord .
Center traction; tough
thit it tread
full oversize,
30 a 3ti

r.

GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM
is made of the purest ingredients in a spotless, clean plant
—Either in brick or bulk form from your nearest dealer.

bought new G-3's these last ten week*—and
it's the same everywhere we hear. What's
more, people who got G-3's months before
the public announcement,report it's better
than claimed! They cite mileage records to
prove they're getting better than the 43%
more non-skid mileage averaged-by Goodyear's test fleet. Buy no tires until you let us
show you this wonderful new Goodyear AllWeather which gives so much more safety
and service without costing you a cent extra!
Sure, we have Goodyears at ALL Prices!
Because Goodyears are the largest selling
tires, you get more for your money no
matter what
_ you pay.

4.40.21

$4:95
th
eer
O
wh
eis aizes In provers",
lion expertly mounted
PTiett nalleCt to Chang! 4.11404,
K•14Cf and tat any State PIUS
,

First Class -Wed
Automphil.
at

Beale Motor Co., Inc.

Used Car
Prices
SEE
:7
THEMI

INICORPORATILO.

Tenth and Monroe

Road Service

Paducah, Ky.
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Phone 170
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
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Has Both Quality and Quan
tity
Leadership!

Ply
Each
20s4.40.21,..$4,48
2$x4.75-19.... 5.20
2235.0042.-- 0.50
31x5.00-2I
5.85
2711x5.25-18.... 8.20
28'5.50-18.... 7.00

LONGDRIVE

-

Every /month this year, in Wayn
e County,
Michigan. he heart of- the
automobile' industry,
Ford Passenger. Car registrations
have far outnumbed all opposition.

Month June ..
First Six
Months 1934

Ford

Chevrolet Pljrniouth
149-0
- .25

3853
. 19609

584Ft

4332

-Note-the eomparison—over 2
1-2 Fords said
for each car of the nearest competit
or in June. For
the-first Aix months of 1934 Ford
sold morm-than 3
cars to-eaelt-ettr-of -the neare
st competitor.
(3[34-e
-4"
than both of nearest coMpetitors
for Jttne and -practically, twice as many.aa- both for first
stx rnontliS
p11934.
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FIRST LINE TIRE-S—(4 •13-1 Guaranteed
24
Months. (4 ply) GuareptuAl
me•thii___
IttrADC3tanrER-Teo-ie radio
- Typo)—(6 ply)
Guaranteed 18 Mouths. (4
ph) Guaranteed
16 !deaths; PHARL3 LONGDRIVT....TURES-•
(6 ply) Gaarantrul 16 Months, (4 - ply
Guaranteed 12 ?deaths. The Greateist_ G)JARANTEE of Serviaa ever pLaced oa Tires.
THESE SALE PRICES- AP.F.
LIMITED TINIE C

FIRST with the NEWEST and BEST
!
Chevrolet /eading--othersfolkuving. Chev
-

rolet out in front with the latest proved ad-

wiwArn LEn

vancements. Self-starter! Sliding gear
transmission! Streamlined design! it stasis

Chevrolet aggressiveness and progressiveness thatforced all low-priced oars
eventually- to adopt the and other
majorimprovements. And now,this year,

HOTEL

The =Moltsths camences.tie luxuries. and
the friendly atrocsobere
of your own borne greet
vu when you %tor at the
Willem Len ...C.oculatinq
ea wow and ceiting fon
en every room
250 ROOKS WITH UM

comes the climax of OwevroLet'sengineerin

g

leadership:

COFTEE SHOP

Branch since 1929. -

(newest hOt01111• ^.-

OTHER SOUTHWEST kicffELS
MAJESTIC kit
Natoial he
HOTEL !AMMON utile Roct.idi
FICTEL LAFA(ETTE latieFlock.Art.

MAIN AT

West Main Street

MONROE

FIRST
the low-price Gold with
THE SELF STARTER

In

This

with the SLIDING
GEAR TRANSMISSION

FIRST

it. It makes Chevrolet far and away the
best riding car in the low-price field.
Have yoo noticed how America has taken
to the knee-Action ride?

'In the first 6
months, demand for Chevrolet cars sent production to the highest total attained by any
rustamobile during 1934.

FIRst- witb the
SAFETY GAS TANK

CHEVROLET MOTOR-co..orrsorr,MICH.
CoiscoareCketroler's low delinervd priers and Amy
C. M..4. C. terms. .4 C•e...irat'lf•r.,..

FarmerTurdom :Motor Co.

MilT1PH Is

MURRAY. KY.

the Knee- 4rtion ride!

newest of motoring sensations is a marvel
of smooth, easy, gentle motion. No other
ride im the world- can even compare with

CHEVROLET

S2.7

MALMO" /1011111111ASSEUMPIA

the low-price field
Year after year, it's been
the same story: Chevrolet

'Your HOrne in TenneS
ee...

. The ten days of4tine was the largest ten
days salelast
in the Louisville

41041100110E 100

•

ADOLPHUS, BUCY, Manager Tire
Department

Wo,•de4u1 Food

Beak Motor Co.Inc.

to • a 22eyear record of engineering progress..
that makes Chevrolet the best riding car in

AUTO SERVICE COMPANY

FROM THE CITY"ANDCOUNT
Y WHERE CARS
ARE MADE AND THEIR QUAL
ITIES KNOWN

1.

KNEE-ACTION

(Inc.)

FIRST with
DYNAMIC was

MODERN

FIRST with
NO DRAFT VENTUATION

at

Murray, Ky.
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